COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
REPLACEMENT OF THE ESPERANCE TANKER JETTY
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BACKGROUND
The Esperance Tanker jetty is currently in a state of significant disrepair and no longer in
a useable condition. The Shire of Esperance has been considering the best way to return
the jetty to a form that can be enjoyed by all members of the community. The Jetty is
now heritage listed and the Shire has worked with a heritage architect to redesign the
jetty to develop a design which is acceptable and which the Shire of Esperance can afford
to fund, which will meet the needs of the community and retain the heritage of the old
tanker jetty.
The draft concept comprises three different jetty bent types:


A historic section that references the old tanker jetty design.



A long concrete fishing jetty that terminates in a wide jetty head at the seaward end
with a dive platform below.

The Shire of Esperance appointed Research Solutions to undertake the survey
component of the community consultation, surveying a random sample of the Shire of
Esperance’s residents and ratepayers.
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BACKGROUND
A draft concept design for the concept for the new jetty
was provided as part of the questionnaire.

“The draft concept would comprise three different jetty
bent types including an historic section that references
the Old Tanker Jetty design, plus a long concrete fishing
jetty that terminates in a wide Jetty Head at the
seaward end, with a dive platform below. The length of
the proposed design will have a steel balustrade on one
side, and a traditional timber balustrade on the other,
with a mixture of timber and concrete decking inlaid
with a steel track that interprets the original railway
line. The jetty structure will have raked piles for its
length and will feature a fish cleaning station, bench
seating and visitor shelters, as well as interpretative
nodes that honour the history of the old Tanker Jetty.”
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OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study were to:


Measure community support for or opposition to the concept design for the replacement jetty
amongst the community.



Identify any special memories or recollections of the jetty which the Shire should showcase in its ten
interpretation nodes.



Take into consideration any suggestions to make the detailed design of the jetty more attractive/easy
for people to use/to accommodate activities like diving and fishing.



Determine community preferences for the lighting of the jetty at night.



Collect location and demographic information as appropriate.
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THE APPROACH
The study proceeded as follows:

Scoping meeting

Questionnaire design and approval

Mail out and return of a random survey sample 403 plus an
online/self completion survey of 1096 respondents

A response rate of 21% was achieved
to the random survey providing a
forecasting accuracy of ± 4% at the
95% level of confidence

Reporting
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THE REPORT
The report is written in two sections:


Section 1 – the random survey.



Section 2 – the online and face to face community consultation feedback.

Whilst the results of the random survey and the online and face to face community consultation are
similar showing high levels of support for the concept design for the replacement jetty, there is an
important distinction between the results. The random survey results represent the views of a randomly
selected sample of the community, providing each householder with a unique opportunity to participate
in the survey. A 21% response rate to a community survey is above average and the random nature of the
sample enables one to calculate the margin of error associated with undertaking a sample rather than a
census. At ± 4% this level is well within the acceptable boundaries for the Auditor General and the results
are reported in the following sections of the report.
The online and face to face consultation survey was reached via a link on the Shire’s website with surveys
also distributed at the Shire’s multiple face to face consultations open from the 30th August to the 21st
September 2018. A general link was provided on the website and hence Research Solutions has removed
instances where more than one copy of the survey has been completed by the same person. In the mail
survey questionnaires were numbered to avoid the risk of duplicate surveys.
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THE OVERVIEW
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THE OVERVIEW
The consultation exercise undertaken by the Shire of Esperance for the Draft Concept Design of the
Replacement Jetty has been one of the most extensive consultation exercises which we have been
involved in, with over 1500 people being involved in the survey component of the study representing
13% of the population of the Shire over the age of 14.
The level of response to the random mail survey has also been fairly high at 21% in comparison to
other local government mail surveys. Almost all of the surveys contained detailed responses and
suggestions to the questions which asked for comment on why they supported or opposed the Draft
Concept Design, memories of the old Tanker Jetty and suggestions to incorporate into the detailed
design; this shows a high level of engagement with the topic. With the online survey being launched
on 31st August before the letters containing the random mail survey arrived there is the possibility
that some householders may have completed the survey online before they received their mail survey
thereby reducing the response rate to the mail survey.

The results from both the random mail survey and the online & self completion consultation
questionnaires are conclusive in their support for the Draft Concept Design. The margin of error on
support for the Draft Concept Design in the random mail survey is low at + 3.8%. This means that as a
sample rather than a census was taken, the level of support for the Draft Concept Design would lie
between 80.1% and 87.7% of the community. The level of error associated with the proportion of
people opposing the Draft Concept Design is + 3.1% or between 9.0% and 15.2% of the community.
This view is consistent across the Esperance community.
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SECTION 1 – THE MAIL SURVEY RESULTS
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SUPPORT FOR THE CONCEPT DESIGN FOR THE REPLACEMENT JETTY
% respondents
0

20

40

Strongly support the concept
design for the replacement jetty

80

100

49.7
83.9%

Support the concept design for
the replacement jetty

34.2

Don't have an opinion about the
concept designs

4.0

Oppose the concept design for
the replacement jetty

4.9

Strongly oppose the concept
design for the replacement jetty

60

Further analysis has shown that females were
more likely to support the draft concept
design (89.2%) than males (78.7%). However
there were no statistically significance
differences in the views of the draft concept
design between:

• Age groups.
• Esperance town site versus the rural area.
• Resident ratepayer, non resident ratepayer
or those in rental accommodation.
12.1%*

7.1

*This adds to a little more than the oppose and strongly oppose scores due to rounding.

Q.1

Using the scale below can you please indicate how you feel about the concept design for the replacement jetty
project. Do you...? n=396, missing data 7.
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THE MAIN REASONS FOR SUPPORT OF THE CONCEPT DESIGN

1.

The need to get on with building a new jetty

2.

The best design to date which takes everyone’s views into
consideration

3.

A good blend of the old and the new

4.

Having a jetty is an important part of the Esperance infrastructure

5.

A great draw card for tourism, fishing, diving and walking

A complete list of the main reasons for support of the concept design is appended
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MAIN REASONS FOR OPPOSITION TO THE CONCEPT DESIGN
1.

The jetty should have been restored to its original length

2.

The jetty is of huge historical significance to Esperance

3.

The jetty should have been constructed in timber to preserve its
historical significance and character

4.

The Shire hasn’t looked after the jetty and has let it fall into
disrepair

5.

No information on the costs of constructing and maintaining the new
jetty

6.

The Heritage Council won’t support this jetty

A complete list of the main reasons for opposition of the concept design is appended
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SPECIAL MEMORIES OR RECOLLECTIONS ABOUT THE JETTY
The 3 regularly mentioned special memories about the jetty which it was felt that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the ten interpretative nodes included:


Learning to fish off the jetty as a child

“Mostly is about fishing with my mum and grandmother and then there was my daughter and her
grandmother an intergenerational shared activity”
“Fishing on the jetty as a child. Father working on the ships at the jetty. Trains going down the jetty.
Enjoying a takeaway from Beryl’s eats”


Sammy the seal always a feature below the fish cleaning area of the jetty

“All the kids and adults loved Sammy the seal when he was being fed at the fish cleaning facility on the old
jetty”
“It would be an idea of including the statue of Sammy the seal at the start of the jetty if not thought of
already”


Beryl’s Burgers

“Of Beryl’s Eats and how nice it was to be able to get a feed after fishing.”
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SPECIAL MEMORIES OR RECOLLECTIONS ABOUT THE JETTY
Other special memories included:

“I have many memories personally of the old tanker jetties over the last 50 years. the shire has done
excellent work with old images + history on the foreshore. I suggest continuing with that - old photos of
square rigged vessels 'Grace Darling', Early Esperance life + salt/grain loading photos.”
“I can remember the jetty being closed while fuel was being unloaded. Also seeing rail wagons on the jetty
(mid - late 1960s).”
“I hope they showcase the reason the original jetty was built, (we were) a pioneering farming family of the
district and later my father worked on those loading boats, this is important to our family.”
“The history of the discovery of Esperance by EUROPEAN PIONEERS and the history of kepa kurl for
ABORIGINAL PEOPLE of Esperance.”

“I have fond memories of walking the full length of the original jetty 800 odd meters, would love to present
a photo recognition of the original length at the end.”
“Children learning to scuba dive, husband snorkelling to the old head. Walk group (Tuesday and Thursday)
always walking on jetty.”

“Include information about sea dragon and whale migration under point #10.”
A complete list of special memories and comments are appended
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SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE THE JETTY MORE ATTRACTIVE AND EASY FOR PEOPLE
TO USE


Benches - the wood be reused as a fishing bench or seat to remember times gone



“Things seen off the jetty" and fish identification display: sunfish, barnacles, turtles, rays, sharks,
squid, herring etc.



Adequate shelter from the weather and wind, particularly at the end of the jetty



Seniors and disabled friendly: wheelchair, gopher, prams, bikes



Fishing and diving sections separated to avoid accidents



Café, tearooms or restaurant or food vans



Bike rack for kids fishing



Coin operated telescope



Docking for recreational fishing



Overhead lighting so the pier can be used at night



Statue of Sammy the seal



Diving board
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SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE THE JETTY MORE ATTRACTIVE AND EASY FOR PEOPLE TO
USE (2)
 Life rings and defibrillator


Rubbish bins with lids for bait wrappers etc



Waterslide in the dive section



Small train like Busselton charging a fee to cover costs



Underwater viewing area



A lower fishing deck out of the wind



Tap/ hose to clean the fishing gear



Shade roof



Rod holders



Tie up points for boats



Allow dogs on the jetty



Swimming ladders into the water



Interactive statues – bronze statues of men loading wheat by hand (similar to Fremantle marina)



Berth for cruise ships



A complete list of suggestions to make the jetty more attractive is appended
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JETTY LIGHTING
100

% respondents

85.4
80

Across all age and gender groups
support for lighting along the top
of the jetty was the most
preferred option

60
35.2

40
20

34.9

10.2

0
Lighting along the Lighting the jetty
Underwater None of the above
top of the jetty so from underneath lighting following
it can be used at so it can be seen the line of the old
night for
from a distance at
tanker jetty
recreation events
night

Q.4

Should the concept design for the replacement jetty be approved by Council and the project go ahead, the Shire is intending
to install lighting for the jetty at night. If this does proceed, what type of lighting would appeal to you? n=403.
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PROFILE OF THE SAMPLE
Weighted
%

Unweighted
%

Male

41.4

45.2

Female

53.2

45.0

Prefer not to say

2.5

4.5

Male and female response jointly

2.9

5.3

100.0

100.0

Under 25

2.7

10.6

25 – 34

7.7

15.3

35 – 44

11.9

16.3

45 - 54

16.2

19.6

55 – 64

23.3

16.7

65+

37.5

21.5

100.0

100.0

Gender:

Age group:
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PROFILE OF THE SAMPLE (CONT.)
Weighted
%

Unweighted
%

Esperance town/suburbs

76.3

75.6

Rural area

17.4

16.7

Outside Esperance

4.9

4.1

No response given

1.5

3.6

100.0

100.0

Resident ratepayer

73.7

70.4

Farm or rural property

10.8

11.2

Non resident ratepayer

4.1

4.9

Renting

9.6

13.2

No response given

1.9

0.3

100.0

100.0

Where in the Shire the respondent lived:

Resident, ratepayer or renting:

21
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SECTION 2: COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
Online survey and shire survey at consultation

22

METHOD
The online and self complete consultation phase proceeded as follows:
An identical survey to the mail survey was programmed online with a link on the
Shire website plus self completion copies were distributed at the consultation by the
Shire

The surveys were completed between the 31st August and 21st September online
with all surveys returned to the Shire entered into the survey by the 28th September

The data was cleaned removing:
- Duplicate surveys
- People who lived outside the Shire and were not ratepayers

The results are reported below

23
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SUPPORT FOR THE CONCEPT DESIGN FOR THE REPLACEMENT JETTY FROM THE
CONSULTATION UNDERTAKEN ONLINE AND VIA THE SELF COMPLETION SURVEYS
% respondents
0

20

40

Strongly support the concept
design for the replacement jetty

100

79.5%
25.5

Don't have an opinion about the
concept designs

3.5

Oppose the concept design for
the replacement jetty

3.8

Q.1

80

54.0

Support the concept design for
the replacement jetty

Strongly oppose the concept
design for the replacement jetty

60

There was some evidence in the online survey
of a few small groups of people opposed to
the concept design getting together and
filling in the survey at the same time even
after duplicate questionnaires have been
removed.

17.0%
13.2

The consultation via the online survey and via
the questionnaires completed at the Shire’s
face to face consultations, showed similar
support for the concept design for the
replacement jetty to that in the random mail
survey in slide 10 above.

However, both surveys reflect around 80% of
the community supporting the concept
design for the replacement jetty and under
20% opposing the concept design.

Using the scale below can you please indicate how you feel about the concept design for the replacement jetty
project. Do you...? n=1,092, missing data 4.
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THE MAIN REASONS FOR SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION TO THE CONCEPT
DESIGN
The main reasons given in the online consultation and the self completion consultation conducted by the
Shire for support of the concept design are similar to those given in the mail survey.
Since there is a large number of responses (over 1000) the results have been provided in a detailed list of
reasons for support or opposition to the concept design in a separate spreadsheet.
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SPECIAL MEMORIES OR RECOLLECTIONS ABOUT THE JETTY
Some of the memories / requests mentioned included:

“Some sort of information about how the jetty was used during World War 2.”
“The original yacht club which was based at the jetty. Small boats like the moth were the boats that were
used. This was prior to the building which is where the Port Authority is now.”
“Not really, as they are personal to me not general memories. At 13 I swam around the jetty as part of
"Save the Jetty" Day. This swim followed a 5km run with SE Runners that finished at the Jetty. It was a
great day where many community groups got together to fundraise. I remember crossing into "the dark”
water and panicked a bit so I rolled over and did most of the way up in backstroke. Once I rounded the end
to head for shore I did more freestyle. When I was almost back to the "clear" water I glimpsed a seal
alongside me, panicked some more and kicked harder than ever. I gave everyone a good laugh, especially
my parents who walked it with me, because the seal had been following me the whole way and I was
(thankfully) oblivious. The other recollection I have isn’t so much a memory of mine as it is of my parents
who would tie toddler me to the railings when they went fishing. We spent many, many nights fishing up
there and I am sad my kids haven’t been able to make the same memories.”
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SPECIAL MEMORIES OR RECOLLECTIONS ABOUT THE JETTY
“The goods sheds and original infrastructure. The original cast iron ships bollards, rail, steam, crane, etc.”
“I have many memories from the Tanker Jetty from being pushed off it from “Toss the Boss” raising money
for Give me 5 for kids, to riding bikes off the end as a teenager. To fishing, wedding photos and many
lovely walks.”
“I’ve only been in Esperance for ten years. As part of the Festival of the Wind in 2015 we had the event
Esperance Odyssey which encouraged people to visit places around Esperance and collect stamps. The
Esperance Lions Club did their “have a go at fishing” on the Tanker Jetty. It was hugely successful and
there is a couple of really great photographs of kids with their catches.”
“I have very special memories of diving under the jetty. I was involved in building the artificial reef. It
would be nice to have some underwater shots to showcase some of the marine life that exists or at least it
did exist.”

A full list of memories and suggestions have been provided in a spreadsheet to the Shire.
Also a full list of suggestions about how to make the jetty more attractive have been provided in a
spreadsheet to the Shire many of these have been listed in the mail survey above on slide 15 & 16
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JETTY LIGHTING
100

Clearly there is a demand for
lighting the jetty so it can be used
for recreational activities and
events at night; however there is
also support for:

% respondents

84.0
80
60
41.1

41.1

40
20

9.9

0
Lighting along the Lighting the jetty
Underwater None of the above
top of the jetty so from underneath lighting following
it can be used at so it can be seen the line of the old
night for
from a distance at
tanker jetty
recreation events
night

Q.4

• Lighting the jetty from
underneath
• Underwater lighting following
the line of the old tanker jetty.
Both of these options had similar
support, as can be seen opposite.

The results of the consultation
are similar to the random mail
survey.

Should the concept design for the replacement jetty be approved by Council and the project go ahead, the Shire is intending
to install lighting for the jetty at night. If this does proceed, what type of lighting would appeal to you? n=1,096.
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PROFILE OF THE SAMPLE
Consultation
%

2016 Census
%

Male

45.9

47.3

Female

51.1

52.7

Prefer not to say

2.3

-

Male and female response jointly

0.7

-

100.0

100.0

Under 25

17.2

10.5

25 – 34

15.2

15.3

35 – 44

17.9

16.3

45 - 54

19.8

19.6

55 – 64

15.2

16.8

65+

13.9

21.6

No response

0.8

-

100.0

100.0

Gender:

Age group:
(18-24)
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PROFILE OF THE SAMPLE (CONT.)
Consultation
Where in the Shire the respondent lived:

%

Esperance town/suburbs

79.8

Rural area

16.4

Outside Esperance (non resident ratepayer)

2.8

No response given

1.0
100.0

Resident, ratepayer or renting:

%

Resident ratepayer

66.2

Farm or rural property

10.7

Resident but not a ratepayer (respondent usually under 25)

1.6

Non resident ratepayer

2.8

Renting

16.2

No response given

2.5
100.0
30
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PEOPLE WHO LIVED OUTSIDE THE ESPERANCE COMMUNITY
The views of people who participated in the online consultation but who were not a resident or ratepayer
of Esperance and lived outside the Esperance Local Government area were analysed separately.
These people were evenly divided between supporting and opposing the Draft Concept Design.


Those who supported the design felt that it was close to the original style and design and met the
town’s needs



Those who opposed the design felt that:
 The old Tanker Jetty was a heritage icon that should be restored

 Restoring the old Tanker Jetty was better value for money
 The jetty should have been maintained properly by the Shire

Additional suggestions included:
 Make the dive platform wheelchair friendly like Busselton, also allows divers to bring their gear

on a trolley
 Tourist information, locally made products and souvenirs

This group of respondents were almost twice as likely to be male as female but fairly equally divided
between the age groups.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX AND QUESTIONNAIRE
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
SAMPLING AND DATA COLLECTION SPECIFICS
Component

Details

Project Management Team
Research Solutions Contact

Nicky Munro

Client Contact

Priscilla Davies, Manager of Executive Services

Contractors

Quick Mail

Research Methodology
Data collection method

Mail survey with consultation online and face to face

33
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Component

Details

Sampling Methodology
Target population for survey

Residents and ratepayers of the Shire of Esperance

Description of sampling frame

Mail survey: Residents and ratepayers in the Shire of Esperance
Consultation: online survey and self completion survey at the
consultations

Source of sampling frame

The Shire of Esperance

Sampling Technique

Stratified random sample stratified by town and rural area to ensure the
sample was representative of the number of households in each and
within the area the selection of household was random

Sample Size

Random mail survey sample 403;
The community consultation sample size 1,096
Consultation participants who lived outside the Shire of Esperance and
were not a ratepayer have been analysed separately sample size 41

Was sample quota’d? (note below or NA):

Yes



Brief description of quota procedure

Noted above



Information source of quotas drawn from

Rates roll
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Component

Details

Fieldwork

Survey dates

Mail survey – 3 – 28 September 2018 (the published date 21st
September, however under the Local Government Act for remote
areas we had to allow further time to receive the questionnaires and
with Australia Post only sorting reply paid at the Post Office on a
Friday, the date was extended to the 28th September)
Online survey 31 August – 21 September 2018

Questionnaire length / administration time

5 - 8 minutes

Incentives provided for respondents

None

Survey Procedure for Online / Mail surveys


Administration process

1. The random mail survey - personalised covering letter and reply
paid envelope with diagrams and explanation of the Concept
Design
2. Online consultation link provided on the Shire’s website and
advertised in social media
3. Face to face consultation questionnaires handed out by the Shire
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Component

Details

Data Collection Outcomes:
Response Rate to random mail survey

21%

Research participant contact outcomes (note below):


Total number of responses to random mail survey

Sampling error associated with support for the Draft Concept Plan
Sampling error associated with opposition to the Draft Concept design

403
+ 3.8%
+ 3.1%

Response rate and sampling error

Community consultation (online and self completion surveys) not
applicable as the sample was not a random probability sample

Validation procedures

Not required as survey was self-completion
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Component

Details

Data Coding, Analysis and Data File Treatment
Validity and Reliability Issues


Consistency checks

Treatment of missing data





Preliminary data file checked by Project Manager using SPSS:
o Frequency counts
o Relevant cross tabulations
Data outside the range/duplicates or abnormalities investigated
against the original questionnaire prior to analysis
Noted where it is excluded from analysis
The random mail sample does contain about 15 cases where
the demographic data is missing data these have still been
included in the sample

Was sample weighted? (note below or NA):

yes



Brief description of weighting procedure

Weighted back to represent the population, as the under 35
responses rate was lower than hoped for. Note householders will be
a little older than a random sample of the population



Information source weights drawn from

Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016 Census data

Any estimating or imputation procedures used
e.g. Pope’s Model

no

Statistical tests used

See Survey Research Appendix: Statistical Tests

Data file provided to client

yes

De-identified data files retained

For five years

This project has been undertaken in compliance with ISO 20252.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
STATISTICAL TESTS
Test:
Use:

Data Assumptions:

Test Measure / Cutoff Criterion:
Issues to be aware
of:

Z-Test
To determine if the proportions of a variable in two independent samples are significantly
different.





Measure being tested is normally distributed with the two samples.
Data must be interval or ratio.
Sample size is large enough to form a normal curve (n>30)
Variance of measure being tested is roughly similar (homogeneity of variance).

p <= 0.5
The result should be both statistically significant and clinically or tactically or strategically
significant. Be mindful of statistically significant differences where:
1.
The sample sizes are very large
2.
Scores within the groups are very similar (i.e. the groups have small standard
deviations)
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Test:
Use:

Chi Square (Pearson’s chi-square)
To determine if two variables are related by more than chance alone.

Data Assumptions:








Test Measure / Cutoff Criterion:

Data is from a random sample.
Data must be nominal, ordinal or interval.
Sufficiently large sample (absolute minimum n=30) & adequate cell sizes (n=10+)
Observations must be independent.
Observations must have the same underlying distribution.
Data is unweighted

p <= 0.5
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COMMENTS
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Q.1a

























Reasons for supporting or opposing the Concept design
Why do you feel this way - support
Needs to be functional taking people’s views into consideration
It's a similar looking design, covers all bases just wish they would get on with it
Although I was and still am in favour of refurbishing the original jetty, I believe this is a good design albeit a bit shorter than I would have
liked to see built
Needed for town’s income
Just good fishing
I like it
Having moved here 5 years ago I noticed quickly the appeal and attraction of the jetty, being a tourist highlight and prominent community
used/loved icon. Without going into the rhetoric on how the council let it get in such a poor state, I applaud finally something positive is
happening
The town is not Esperance without a jetty
Jetty is an important part of Esperance infrastructure and would complete Esperance's waterfront upgrade. It is essential for Esperance to be
a tourism destination everyone in Esperance wether they run a business or not benefits from having a jetty
I feel the historic section is unnecessary as more timber will just add maintenance costs and reduce life span plus increase build costs
It has the old merging with the new. And please, please don't put any arches over it
I think it’s a good design and should last if maintained we need a fishing jetty with a platform, Esperance has lost a lot of tourists from not
having a jetty
It’s been too long for us to be without a jetty
It is my belief that the town will benefit and profit from this jetty
Would have loved to retain the old jetty but at least someone has taken some of the concerns in to consideration with the new concept plan,
it needs bigger historic section
Esperance needs to once again have a new functioning jetty for our community; do not agree to restoring the original jetty, the concept
design is a good compromise
Don't really care about the design so long as we can fish off it and the sooner the better
It is most similar to what we had and it incorporates additional facilities i.e. Diving
I like the concept design, it looks well thought out
I feel the design covers all aspects of the jetty past and present, there should be enough to please most of the town residents
Tourist attraction
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Q.1a























Why do you feel this way - support?
There has been an ongoing argument about what to do it is finally great to see a plan in place so I think we should support it
Don't need the railway line inlay - that's another thing to go rusty - don't mind if it doesn't have the historic section - why bother otherwise
concept looks okay - it’s time to move on and give us locals and visitors back "a Jetty" about time, just get a jetty back for us all locals
Concept is good however under water lighting is not necessary, jetty length not considered adequate, underwater lighting costs could be
saved and used to lengthen the structure
We need a jetty and I feel that the concept design presented would provide users with many ways to enjoy it
I think that a jetty would be a great asset to this town. It gives families / people / tourists the opportunity to go fishing / diving etc from an
easy to access point
Good balance of the old and the new, functional and practical for various users
It would be appreciated if the consideration of a longer jetty be implicated, though I suppose with budget constraints on hand this could be
included as a consideration of an extension at a later date in time
I feel that this design is far superior to previous ones and will be an asset to this community but also feel it is a shame it's not longer
Because of the design. Long term benefit
The design caters for all potential users and viewers hopefully, a new structure will not be an absolute drain on rate payers
The town badly needs a replacement jetty for both locals and tourists alike there have been enough delays the shire needs to get on with it
ASAP!
The jetty is an integral part of Esperance and needs to be replaced so future generations can use it as we have
The design looks good but would like to see more of the old jetty maintained
Pleased to see some action
A jetty in a coastal town is always a popular attraction for tourists and locals, it gives access for those unable either through affordability or
disability to be able to get out on the water and fish, contemplate, dream, inspire, a calming community promoting icon.
It seems okay
It looks really interesting I'm just really happy we will be having a jetty! I like the historic aspect and the dive platform
Because it is more in keeping with the original jetty
I like the concept design although I would like it to be longer for fishing it is important to get the right orientation of the jetty, with respect to
the prevailing winds, the section of the jetty previously used for fishing is at a different angle to the section near the shore, this may not be
wise to build a shorter jetty on the same position as the existing jetty
I strongly support the design but don't agree with the dive platform
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Why do you feel this way - support?
I support moving forward if changes to design are sought from the residents. I would like to see the length increased and use out of more
timber - I would also like to know what is happening with the old timbers
Enhance activities for the town, encourage tourist activities
This design will cater for a wide range of interests (diving, fishing, walking, cultural excursions) while providing safety features
It’s a town and tourist attraction and should be done
Much needed, long overdue
I feel we need to make a decision and go forward as the state of the jetty at the moment is disgraceful
I feel like we do need this jetty : from the fishing aspect: personally I prefer jetty fishing (as opposed to rock or beach fishing) also we've
already lost the Jane St jetty (which burned twice) history I know of because I was there when it (1st) happened
It’s got a good variety to offer something for everyone but would have liked the whole length
We need a jetty for locals and visitors and for fishing etc.
The "old and the new" a good concept for all - including visitors
A good balance of uses for jetty accommodated
Beyond time to fix the jetty support the concept of timber decking and fishing platform doubt anyone will dive off the jetty no one ever has
In my opinion the design includes everything to give what the Esperance rate payers and residents require. I would have preferred to have
the jetty all the same width with no narrowing sections
I like the historic section I like the idea of the nodes - well done
The jetty needs to be put back in place ASAP for the pensioners to be able to fish for the children to be able to fish for the tourists to be able
come back and fish
The jetty is an Esperance icon
Stop dilly dallying around the town has not been able to use its jetty for 3yrs. Make a decision and build a replacement jetty that links with
the foreshore. It doesn't have to be in the same location as the present one
More use of the original timbers could be used on the timber deck, there doesn't seem to be using much of the original jetty
Better than nothing
Build new jetty as close to the original as possible
Because it takes everything into account and includes: a thoughtful historic / recreational section, a good portion of the jetty for fishing, a
good diving platform and a nice lookout section at the end
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Why do you feel this way - support?
The jetty is a great addition to the headland and will be well used by the community
The concept is good but I would keep history in the heritage section, forget the interpretive rail inlay in the concrete deck make the jetty as
long as possible
Process has been dragging on for a long time and it is time to progress to the next stage draft design encapsulates past and present concepts
quite well!!
Like the simple design like the fishing like the dive platform and wider section at the end
The jetty will still have length and shape
To restore old jetty would be great but think it un-realistic. Time to get on with things and build a new one for the community.
It looks more like the old jetty and more practical for fishing and diving
I believe maximising the jetty’s length, to keep with the heritage of the jetty. After speaking to tourists who enjoy walking the jetty with a
purpose, to see the township from a distance normally only accessible by boat
Something is better than nothing *sea horses. Must be considered for viewing. * need underwater viewing area as per Busselton jetty
Just get on with it give us a jetty we can use
While it would be wonderful to keep a full timber structure, I understand that this is probably cost prohibitive. However a more historical
wood feel to the jetty would be preferred
The alignment follows a similar alignment to the concept design. Aspects of the concept highlight historic features of the jetty whilst
allowing for modern day access such as fishing, diving area and walking
Is there a wheelchair/ gofer/ assisted walking access? Is the fishing and diving area sectioned off to avoid accidents with fishing lines and
hooks?
We support the provision of a jetty, we like the idea of incorporating elements of the old in the new design, we are very disappointed that
the old jetty fell into disrepair !
First choice would have been for shire of Esperance to keep the jetty maintained over the years. Given that its now too late for that the draft
concept design is satisfactory under the circumstances
Good for all locals and visitors
Just want a jetty as long as possible
It needs to happen
I support the concept design proposed. I think it has a great blend of all old and new associated with how the jetty would look and be used
HOWEVER it needs to be made longer to the extent of the existing jetty
It is a pity that some of the original jetty can’t be incorporated into the new jetty
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Why do you feel this way - support?
Want the jetty replaced -this proposal goes a long way to replacing the current structure prefer if it was longer - this proposal is far superior
to the previous council proposed replacement
It looks good
Because we need a jetty to replace the old one
It covers all the bases of what we need in a jetty but is sensitive to being similar to the old one also we need a jetty now as so many are
missing out because of all that has gone on too much politics
Looks good and functional
There is however one issue : the lower level needs to be larger and more aimed at being a lower fishing and viewing platform to showcase
the structure from below
I like most of Esperance people would have preferred that the old jetty to be maintained. Obviously that is not to be and hasn't been for
some years, so.. Let’s make the best of results of poor decisions
Bit too much, doesn't need to go so far could scale it down, a lot less expensive skip the jetty head
Well we couldn't keep the original jetty due to neglect, so we weren't really spoiled for choice
The concept takes into account the needs of the community i.e. Recreational fishing and diving is as long as possible given the budget (could
be longer is funding available) ; and it respects the heritage of the original structure
I like the historic element married to the modern component. I hope the construction is based on lowest cost of maintenance for a long time
"your first expense should be your only expense for a long time"
Basically the design is fine : though the jetty wants to be a lot longer.
Because let’s get it done. The shire has held the process long enough
Because it looks a great deal better than what we have now
We need a jetty. Concept is better than OK (would prefer an off shoot with the wind behind for fishing)
Is only a draft but seems like a good design
I think it needs a function centre / restaurant attached to it
The tanker jetty has been a historic and recreational structure and it is widely know replacing with a new structure in the long term will be
most economically viable
Love the idea of being able to fish and having a diving platform
I think the design incorporates both historical and contemporary elements its long enough and good that it will cater to people fishing and
diving I would love to see an ocean pool incorporated too where swimming is safe
Appears to be constructed of modern materials
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Why do you feel this way - support?
I believe this concept is good as it is close to the original design
Any jetty will do
It’s a good design but would like to see it the original length of the old jetty as in the busy tourist season the fishing area won't be long
enough
Design looks good, would just like to have a jetty again
I believe the recreational side to this is great, drawing tourists with diving, fishing, walking.
Great for tourism/fishing/walking. Can Esperance afford this project and at what cost to other Esperance projects?
It is a working compromise between heritage and community groups
It looks like a very simple but practical solution however steel and steel reinforced concrete do not mix well with salt water, wood has lasted
well for over 60 years, not sure if steel will last as long
It seems to fit everyone’s needs
We need the jetty fix so people can walk and fish on it a rail line would be helpful and cruise ships should be able to berth there as well
income partly jetty upkeep
The town needs a jetty, somewhere for everyone to hang out
It incorporates heritage values while providing a modern faculty diving platform at the end and wider end part is a good idea
The draft concept design appears to accommodate all the varied needs and opinions of the Esperance community whilst allowing for artistic
input to make it our jetty
Would like to know size of fishing section as it gets busy in holiday times
I fully understand that the old jetty needs to be replaced and love that the history will be retained. I would have liked to see an ocean pool
incorporated for swimming lessons, lap swimmers etc. Not a fan of the chlorinated heated pool
Steel work is a $ soak industrial poly concrete filled could last longer
Because it is time to move forward and start building too much money as been wasted already and we need a decent jetty we can be proud
of and one that is user friendly, visitors are shocked to see the state of the old jetty
It is a good mix of old and new style so long as it is fishing friendly and a wider area at the end with a lower dive platform is a great idea
Support replacement but not at $3 million expense unless there is a berth for cruise ships included
While it would be nice to keep the old jetty the community needs a new jetty ASAP
There appears to be a good balance with the historical aspect and with the opportunity to continue to use and enjoy the more modern and
functional design
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Why do you feel this way - support?
Because of its history and tourist attraction and for fishing etc.
The design is great would like to have seen it longer and some shade sails e.g. Townsville jetty has large metal shaded area
Just want a facility for recreation fishing and swimming - a place to have fun and mess around
Because it would be an asset and attraction for Esperance
Accommodating all needs
We are a coastal town with nothing that is available for families to be able to go fishing together over the water, especially in a time where
we need to focus on the family unit
Looks to be a suitable replacement for much loved old jetty
Minimal future maintenance I would like the replacement structure to be the same length as the current jetty also I think it would be much
more easily accepted if it could have commercial use
I support the concept of a replacement jetty - it does not need to be too long - just so people can fish from it and walk on it, I feel the piles
should be concrete and steel
The need for a safe and enduring facility / feature that has a variety of uses
History should always be kept
Because Australia need to respect and maintain those elements of its developmental history - ideal opportunity to do so in Esperance
I like the idea of including 3 different sections to cater for all needs
Pleasing to the eye and practical a good mix of old and new. Like the timber walling and bracing, timber deck and incorporating the rail way
line I think there is something for everyone included
We need to move forward and enable people to start using the jetty again
Any design is better than not having a jetty at all. We just want to get out there so let’s get on with it
I want a jetty built would have like the old jetty revamped I still would - but want at cost effective jetty to min 400m or longer that doesn't
cost heaps to maintain
It is a simple affordable solution that retains the heritage of the jetty it is time to actually take some action and stop wasting time and money
with endless consultation - JUST GET ON WITH IT!
The sooner you start it the quicker it will be finished and useable "just do it"
It offers a good compromise of affordable replacement jetty with all of the recreational features ( and more) of the original, replicating the
look and feel of the old jetty while using modern lasting / sustainable materials and methods. And acknowledging / interpreting its heritage
value
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Why do you feel this way - support?
I've always know the jetty as an icon to Esperance and the sooner we replace the jetty for all to enjoy the better
Because we just want a jetty that we can use
More uses with new design other than fishing more possibilities to add different functions
The current jetty is in need of replacement. Replacing the jetty with the concept design will result in a maintainable jetty. This saga has gone
on far too long it is time to be resolved
Sadly the current tanker jetty is passed its used by date! Need to act now before it becomes a hazard to boating, Bunbury Koombana Bay
was closed to boating for over 12 months because of hazard from old jetty, it was a ghost town with no life on water also to continue to
attract tourists. Need to spend money wisely now on a new jetty to remember the past but provide a world class facility to showcase
Esperance for future generations (Jurien Bay built a new jetty and now has at the foreshore alive and vibrant)
Historical reasons and recreational for all age groups, safe "roomy" family fishing and groups social interaction for locals and visitors to
Esperance *away from rocks. Water ocean landscape appeal the diving platform, add a safe waters skills area
Just want it fixed, plan seems to work
I think it incorporates the old and the new in an appealing way. Its GREAT!!
This is very similar to the original jetty in looks. Simple but functional giving all the necessary areas for fishing, walking and other recreation
The most important aspect is a design that will be built to last and not be susceptible to weather and impacts of sea life people can access
the ocean, the current curve / line should be maintained well done
It respects the past and also meets the needs of the community today
We need it
I just want to be able to walk on the jetty in Esperance again as I did after moving here 60 years ago, I’m running out of time
Looks better than the last design just get on with it
I would like a new jetty built as the old one is really beyond repair, we really need a jetty in Esperance for their community to use as it is a
real hub of activity both for locals and tourists and it the pinnacle at the great foreshore that we have we just need to GET IT DONE
The concept covers the needs of all the jetty users also maintains the integrity of the original width and current depicts the jetties history
really like the wide section at the end
This design should please most people we need a jetty now not in another 2 years time
It combines a structure that can provide plenty of recreational use, while retaining the history. At 400m long it is also going to be too short
A jetty is an important structure / feature in a coastal town
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Why do you feel this way - support?
Very important piece of recreated infrastructure
Because the old jetty is gone by its use by date and we need a new purpose built structure that accommodates the town's recreational
needs
I think Esperance has waited long enough for a replacement structure for the jetty. Over time, people will forget all the debate and "fall in
love" with this new draw card build it and the people will come
As an early teenager I used to go fishing on the tanker jetty (1956 -1959) when I returned in 1971 with my wife, my two sons and myself
used to go fishing on the jetty till it closed. In my early teenage years I witnessed costal trader ships being loaded and unloaded at the tanker
jetty
Caters for a wide cross section of the community while also acknowledging the history of the old jetty
I think it is a good compromise between "restore at any cost " and the "entirely new design" groups.
Not too bothered about the historical values of the old jetty sick of waiting for the new jetty to start only want a functional jetty not
interested in having many references to the old jetty
This is an excellent combination of various aspect of the old jetty which have been highlighted by many as important factors - both
historically and emotionally a very good compromise
The simplicity of the design lends itself to the jetty being the focus of attention rather than all the constructive fanciness. The practicallity is a
strong appeal - appropriate design for the jetties usage
Love all the concepts - everything has been covered
Looks good; Includes some history and am really hoping to get our broken jetty removed and a new one to replace it
It looks fantastic, modern but still contains a bit of history well done, now let’s get building
The design sound great
We should get rid of present broken down eyesore and replace it AS SOON AS POSSIBLE and stop MESSING ABOUT
This situation has gone on long enough, this solution is the best possible way to please as many people as possible
We need a jetty that will last and it has the old and the new in the concept maybe only railing on one side of the jetty
My grandparents were penniless immigrants came here in 1919 from Scotland, the original jetty employed people in a great time of hardship
Just get it done so I can take my grand kids fishing off the jetty
Just happy that there will be a new jetty to enjoy glad that historical aspects are being incorporated and that as much as possible of the
original length is being kept
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Why do you feel this way - support?
Good design with historic links
Just needs to be commenced and finished ASAP
Its practical easy to access simple enough for its purpose
As sad as the jetty falling down was, it is important to have a jetty for local residents and tourists / visitors to enjoy -just as we did before the
collapse
Time to activate a plan so Esperance can utilise a jetty again love the original jetty but is past its use by date
1) Aesthetically pleasing 2) incorporates history 3) leisure - fishing, diving, walking 4) attractive to tourists 5) width and length very suitable
It’s a good compromise - using aspects from the past and new perhaps this is what Esperance is an old town evolving in the current times
and the future
It is a fantastic icon for the town and it brings back the old history but with an amazing design people will talk about our jetty and so this
brings more people to town to spend money
It will look good and serve many purposes / recreations
The concept design incorporates the history and heritage of the tanker jetty while providing for the current and future needs of locals and
tourists
Restore the iconic historical tanker jetty. Strongly against replacement
It encompasses the old with the new incorporating what will be a well used fishing and diving sections the seating and interpretation
sections will be great
The original jetty has gone well and truly past its used by date. It is falling down and it would cost too much to repair. We need a new one
Because it is a fantastic design and caters for everyone
I think this is a lovely design adding new elements. I also think a lot of people in town just want to move on and get a new jetty and everyone
will over it or learn to love it
Great interpretation of the old jetty good compromise with the save the jetty group affordable and sustainable
Esperance needs the jetty fixed
Looks good, get on with it
Needs to be done
It incorporates the key elements of the 'old', but with new features needed in the town such as the dive platform
It feels very family friendly
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Why do you feel this way - support?
To assist the moving forward of the project and community
The jetty is a big drawcard for visitors and locals alike and the issue needs to be rested around its replacement
The concept design covers all aspects of the old jetty with a great consideration to the history and the future well done
It’s time to move on and create something new and functional that benefits the whole community
About time, I really miss it!
Looks good - and more importantly practical and should be long lasting
Esperance has to move on this issue in an agreed community decision. It’s to be a sustainable financial decision for the shire and rate payers.
It’s to start ASAP - to promote tourism for Esperance locals to fish off. And to tie in with the excellent work done on the foreshore
redevelopment.
For the future and tourism; when we moved here 12 years ago the jetty was alive with people. It was lovely to see the enjoyment kids got
fishing from it plus, we miss our jetty
To retain some of the historic jetty which visitors will appreciate the jetty is an important drawcard for tourists not just the beautiful beaches
old and young alike enjoy walking along the jetty with a relatively cheap excursion.
Esperance needs a jetty that s representative of the old jetty. This concept appears to cover this as well as having a jetty that will be
maintained into the future
It’s a great combination of features to please a variety of interests - diving, fishing, photography, walking sitting, sea life preservation. It has
incorporated design features for all these activities
Because it looks very good to us and we are sick of going on and on and we are sick of all this talking about it day in and day out so get on
with it please
We need a new jetty ASAP as it is a big part of our town, brings the town together and add another key feature for Esperance
Good blend of old and new
I like it
I have lived in Esperance 68yrs - my childhood and all my families lives have enjoyed our tanker jetty, please just give us a jetty for our future
generations to enjoy as well
Concept captures the purpose of the jetty plus the history
Very much in keeping with the other foreshore developments the concept is a good mix of classic and modern. The state of the old jetty is
bad for the psyche seeing the decay on a daily basis
The jetty is a great place to go for all kinds of reasons. The present "jetty" is kind of frustrating because we can’t go out there it is also kind of
ugly and the new design looks great!!!
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Why do you feel this way - support?
It appears to satisfy most requirements
Looks great ticking all the boxes for use including historic section
I believe it should keep everyone happy, and covers all the requests people have made
It's gone on long enough get rid of the old one and plant a new one
It seems to be perfect for everyone - everything is covered as we can have the jetty in our town
It looks fantastic good size and it is a start to getting a new jetty
It incorporates everything to support the many community issues voiced
It ticks a lot of boxes: has enough length, respects the old jetty & history but is a new design that is not too expensive. It will be as distinctive
as the old jetty
Just hurry up and build it
It is a good reinterpretation of the original build it now and present minority interests from holding the town to ransom
Covers all needs should satisfy everyone
Miss the jetty and not going fishing please make the jetty better this time
I was shown the design in the boulevard and had the plan explained to me. I really like everything about it. I am also very over it all the carry
on on social media so would like the building to start ASAP
This concept design has I believe the closest practical design to date for a functioning replacement for the thanker jetty. NOT Refurbishment
but close
Get on with it
The whole idea is very good
We need this replacement as soon as possible it has gone on far too long
Because it’s a good concept
As we want a jetty
The town needs the jetty for tourism and recreation purposes. Esperance would not be here if it wasn't for the jetty E.G.: Grain Fuel,
fertiliser ETC. Foreshore was upgraded with the jetty as the main attraction
Of all the previous concept designs released this is by far the best
It is a good mix of keeping part of the old jetty but also replacing with new and stronger materials to last longer
I believe it is Vitally important to provide the best possible jetty to support tourism & to maintain a traditional "safe" fishing area for locals
and for tourists / visitors from the gold fields providing a fish cleaning area and facilities
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Why do you feel this way - support?
Sick of looking at the present one
Because it replaces an icon of the town and will be used by locals and tourists alike
Because we need a jetty
What a great design I like the practical uses it’s nice to honour the old structure but not really needed get it built
The jetty is an integral part of our community the fact that it currently is unserviceable has a big effect on town and tourism the need to get
on with replacing the current structure is high this has taken too long and look forward to it going ahead
It’s a good compromise
Like it is it's within the budget and it would just be great to get it happening ASAP; suggest railing on 1 side only as per old jetty, nice down
costs
It’s a positive step forward
A jetty is so important to a seaside town, it is the hub for families and tourists, Esperance needs Tourism to attract people to the town
The jetty is thoughtful to the area the history and the needs of the community
I like all the features which have been incorporated very well thought out
I would like you to stop arguing and hurry up and build it already the jetty is a symbol of Esperance and we want it back
Because a jetty is an integral part of our town tourists and locals alike enjoy a stroll along the jetty
It will have the look of the old jetty and hopefully some new features that are an improvement
I strongly support any concept that starts moving forward to repair and replace so that we have a fully functional and working jetty instead of
the shameful wreck that is currently presented to locals and visitors
It seems to cover all areas of question re the history of use of the previous jetty it will look good and be useable maybe we can see it soon in
reality
I really enjoyed walking along the Tanker jetty and I loved the community feeling it had. I appreciate history but look forward to using this
modern interpretation it looks great
It is very clear that much thought and consideration has been given to arrive at this design it provides many different uses for the public
I think the design is perfect for the town of Esperance appears to cater for all ages and activities the sooner the better
Because the design incorporates old and new
Just want something to happen
Because enough spent already on designs
I think it’s a great concept and caters to all of the community needs
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Why do you feel this way – support?
Design looks really good. Keep the original look to a degree. Suitable for all ages
According to the design it covers all angles (historically and easy for people to use and also accommodates activities that people will use it
for)
The design encompasses all aspects of a great jetty
Picks up some of the old and gives it a good platform for fishers - like to see it extended in time so cruise ships could tie up there and maybe
go in on small rail carriages
Keeps with the original feel of the jetty
Aesthetically pleasing, functional and a great compromise
The jetty needs replacing for safety now and the waste of money being spent on campaigns and ads and committees etc should cease just
get on with it
The design incorporates what people have asked for - some old saved and some new. Fishing and recreation. Looks impressive.
We feel this way because it is a good blend of old and new and will benefit all people in the community
Love the different uses incorporated into the design and love that it incorporates both historical & modern elements in its design
1) the design reflects the old jetty but gives it more longevity with concrete platforms 2) I feel it’s very important for Esperance to have the
jetty restored it would look weird without one
The whole concept is excellent except the cost of a railway line and its steel which will never be used functionally is a COMPLETE WASTE OF
MONEY
Like the way it is using some old jetty and showing history, will be glad to get rid of broken mess we have now
The old jetty is old and rotten and a waste of money trying to fix it
It incorporates a lot of different concepts looks great good to see we are getting closer to having an useable / open jetty
It is historic and significant to the establishment of Esperance both commercially and recreationally to many icons of history are demolished
and written off they should be presented and appreciated for the years ahead
Good design
Consulting the design I feel that the various aspects have been thoughtfully incorporated
Time to move forward and replace the old jetty with something we can all be proud of and for visitors to enjoy along with locals
It has areas to please everyone
Because Esperance needs a jetty not only for the "locals" but tourists as well the old jetty is well beyond repair so look to the future of the
town
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Why do you feel this way - support?
Covers the historical aspect has recreational (community) uses will look good
The design features new and old meld together well without being at all radical, looks good, let’s get on with it I do like the concept
Because I miss having a jetty to walk along and its sad to see our old one just rotting away
Happy to see anything replace the eye sore we have at the moment
With age comes decay. Why let an icon of Esperance rot away completely just to preserve it. 'Historical heritage'? When upgrading with the
maintenance already needed and will only preserve the legacy of this jetty obviously has to this town's community
Like the idea of having a design to accommodate all needs especially recreational fishing to take my young family extremely happy to see a
functional design
It has great design features that should keep most people happy ! It incorporates all the things we need for our jetty let's do it
We need the jetty just build the lot because everyone in the town will use it plus the tourists
It’s time for a change in design of the jetty
Mix of historic and modern functional design!
I like the way that the historic aspect of the jetty is embraced in a great overall design concept I like the dive platform at the end also
Looks great acknowledges the old while providing new + modern. Like the widened ends+ dive platform underneath. Looking forward to a
jetty that will last the community for years to come
I think it looks great, love the lower platform, only downfall is it’s not as long but better than no jetty at all!
Because it incorporates the original structure
The sooner it’s done the better so community can use it
It will be better than the original - safer, better low level use, boat access evenly surfaced
The jetty is an important historical, recreational and tourist site.
It's a great design that recognises the history behind our jetty, and also provides an amazing modern recreational jetty that will last years
without incredibly high maintenance costs
Esperance needs a jetty!! Stop messing around it is a great tourist attraction as well as great for the locals
Just get something done
Renew and replace as you go with original designed plans that we have of the jetty now!!
Insufficient information, would need full costs on repairs to existing jetty before filling in this survey
Because it needs to be replaced for the public and people of Esperance. It's a great place to enjoy the sea air and do some fishing and
relaxing
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Why do you feel this way - support?
Jetty needs to be much LONGER! If it is going to be replaced there is no point making it shorter it will be popular once it opens and people
will like their own place on the jetty, especially when fishing. MAKE IT LONGER!
Here is a quote for restoring the old jetty for $60,000 I favour this as it will serve Esperance better, that to a new structure will be years away
also cost blow outs are less likely also take existing width and length will be best if renewed
Make a rock jetty and it would last a lifetime and save and it would save the caravan park and roads ticket flow, needs to be addressed
In a perfect world we would build a replica with modern amendments & recreational add ons as in the dive platform etc - but it would be un
realistic also original total length
Strong + cheap looks don’t matter push it over with the tugs - we have a natural reef
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Why do you feel this way - neutral?
I feel the replacement jetty should be an exact replica of the heritage list jetty we have had and length of what is still standing
Because the jetty doesn't matter
I don't care about the jetties history etc. Burn it then build a new one for locals and tourists to fish from ( soon )!!!
A steel and concrete structure combined can suffer from concrete cancer. So the brickies say, hopefully this has been taken into account with
the new jetty
New or old it doesn't matter to me as long as we get our beloved jetty back again. A sea town without a jetty is just not right
We are missing a once in a lifetime chance to make an imaginative and artistic statement with the new jetty. We should have something truly
iconic and uniquely Esperance and we seem to be ending up with a dull old fashioned trestle is this really the best we can do?
Town should have a jetty lot of people have stop holidaying because of the jetty, even people from Kalgoorlie
Prefer to have old jetty refurbished
The proposed jetty is almost the same as the old tanker jetty and with all the debate about it has resulted in there being no jetty for tourist
and locals for 3 years
Just do something
We need one like Busselton and have coffee shops etc on it. Esperance is DYING and the shire don't care
Shift it elsewhere i.e. closer to Andrew St off the groyne at the end of the whale trail
Because you lot should not have let the old one fall to bits
Any design must take into account of the two main elements of the old jetty failure: * lack of maintenance+ maintenance finance * lack of
knowledge of costal current changes due to the harbor side developments as well as the harbour itself, groynes and the jetty headland
Jetty much more important to community than opulent foreshore design free money = waste of money e.g. Ego trips by council
Concept design - get on with it the fishing aspect of it brings tourists from everywhere
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Why do you feel this way - oppose?
You have one of only two historic jetties in the state, but you wish to replace it rather than conserve and repair it. Just having a jetty is totally
missing the point , we need the jetty or as much of it as can possibly be saved/ reconstructed.
Because it does not retain anything of the existing jetty people travel the world to visit historical sites and we need to retain, rebuild with as
much of the jetty as possible , huge historical significance to Esperance
Would like the jetty to keep its heritage significance and be reconstructed in the same way as it was first built to its original plans
It should be reconstructed the shire has not done its job and looked after the jetty
The shire steadfastly refuse to conference any other proposal plan other than the total replacement this survey is about what the shire
wants to build not about heritage value
The jetty has a very unique history that should be preserved as much as possible
1) I feel the draft concept design is much too short . The jetty head should be in the original position to utilise the existing deep channel and
anchorage for mooring cruise ships
Costs who pays ?? Residents ?
It is a modern sterile structure that lacks the warmth and character of the old jetty
I want the jetty reconstructed fix the jetty
Restore jetty as is a part of Esperance heritage
We do not consider any replacement structure the Esperance tanker jetty can be restored to the original length as that which was
constructed in 1934
Much prefer repairs to the present jetty - why are not voting on repairs V replace
By using timber future maintenance is still a problem as shire DOES NOT employ suitably trained and qualified staff
Good money after bad
Sure we got to have a replacement jetty. The tanker jetty is too far gone there was 2 other jetties in Esperance. They got shifted. Rescind the
motion to put back there and go to James St. And have a marina present. Make that area cruise docking + marina . Make Esperance move
into the 21st century instead of the 1900s
Keep the one we have, reconstruct!
I will settle for nothing less than replacement in total. The original design modified
I feel that the shire has been dishonest throughout this process, and has never considered any other options refurbishment etc. I also believe
that at the shire it is the tail wagging the dog
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Why do you feel this way - oppose?
I not only strongly oppose the concept design of this REPLACEMENT jetty but question the way the shire DID NOT investigate the rebuilding
of the existing jetty. I understand a number of sustainable contractors did show interest in doing this but the shire did not invite them to
submit interest
Fix what we have! Why is the shire wasting money on this survey and doing what the council wants not the people of this town
"Looks like an oil rig " "platform" maybe you should go for a drive to Busselton or similar
A wooden jetty 800m is needed the large area attached needs replacing
Demolish the jetty and spend the money on sport and recreational facilities such as a non-asbestos rec centre or an artificial hockey turf
Because if the shire fail to maintain the new structure as was the case with the old one it will end up an eyesore the same as the other one
It is over the top in cost and design the original jetty was for commercial use and the was built to carry vehicles any new jetty doesn't need
these specifications just a narrower jetty suitable for fishing and a dive platform
I feel the shire hasn't looked into reconstruction thoroughly it is a heritage jetty we have very few heritage buildings left in Esperance our
jetty has lots of meaning to locals & visitors don't think it would be long enough for all that it is used for should be the same length
Have great memories of jetty all shire members over the years and those concerned over the years had done the upkeep of the jetty we
wouldn't be in this position
I do not want a replacement jetty
Because we could have had a 512m jetty 2 1/2 years ago remediated, cultural , original and LOVED, it is too short and there is a risk of people
diving off the end of the jetty and hitting the bottom with potential life threatening injuries
The heritage council does not support the demolition of the state heritage listed Esperance tanker jetty. Furthermore, a requirement was to
retain sections(s) of the original jetty in still. There is a petition of over 8000 people calling for its restoration the shire does not listen to its
community
1) I 150% disagree with this replacement jetty concept design - IT IS NOT Esperance's heritage at ALL!! Such an insult to Esperance!!! IT
BREAKS MY HEART TO SEE HER WITH HER BACK BROKEN 2) She used to be so beautiful and strong until (Whoever?) Was supposed to do the
maintenance on her, DID NOT DO IT! I also believe that over the last few years she has been slowly weakened by (whoever) saying bits had
to be removed for public safety! I wasn't born yesterday! 3) The tanker Jetty DESERVES nothing less than to be RESTORED back to her
ORIGINAL PLANS - back to her ORIGINAL GLORY!! Esperance needs our RESTORED JETTY BACK!!!
We already have a jetty it just needs fixing
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Why do you feel this way - oppose?
I reject the concept plan ..... Reasons outlined recently I was a visitor to the Busselton jetty... No need for history plaques: the jetty speaks
as was, and still is: a testimony to the persons with the for sight to save it as was, and it remains... This jetty attracts thousands to the town,
because of its authentic history is still standing . It is a valuable , appreciated tourist attraction. It has been as the people of Esperance want
and wanted... Should this town lose the authenticity of their jetty, because a few people have had their own agendas, it would be a betrayal
to the towns people: a total disregard for the will of the people... Destruction of parts of the jetty without authority: yes deliberate
destruction by persons with their own agendas ( and a big example the vital headland ) I believe from costing figures I have seen that it is
possible to do right by this old jetty . I am absolutely against the absolute mockery of the heritage that is the fabric of this jetty and the
mockery by steel and cement replacement yes I reject the concept plan
I feel not enough has been done to look at restoration of the current jetty I am especially concerned with the marine life that will be
destroyed during demolition if that occurs
The replacement jetty wouldn't give the picture and atmosphere of the old jetty and as a tourist feature attraction would be lost, there's also
cost and waste in demolishing the present structure
I do not completely oppose the concept design the dive platform is a great component however I think you’re dealing with "save the jetty"
group is appalling
I believe the original jetty should be preserved and restored as a historic structures are worldwide , especially those with heritage listing it is
the heart of the bay and town and one of the few remaining links to our past
Any jetty would be better than what we have. Think what we may have had if the council had stopped dicking about wasting money and
done the job as the ratepayers asked for years ago
I would like to see the tanker jetty restored to its original glory as I believe that being able to leave the old one alongside not dismantled
would cost wise be affordable
1) lack of full detail on whole project cost 2) no thought to looking after existing sea creatures 3) could be using more of the existing timber
4) limiting area on length of jetty for fishing 5) wood deck is much more user friendly for people to use
1) no information available regarding on-going costs and also the expected life of a new jetty is rather vague 2) the original jetty is an
emotional icon to many Esperance residents
Council has not it appears seriously examined restoration. The 'concept design' (a) is in the manner of facadism, and (b) is uncosted; just an
estimate by the architect, not by an experienced jetty-builder. The 'process' has seemed to be antipathetic to a significant part of the
Esperance community and involved the expenditure by the council / shire of Esperance of huge sums of money to get to this point. [q1 +
q1a + 2 illustrate very limited qualitative research questions.]
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Why do you feel this way - oppose?
I think we should stick with a timber jetty. Its tried and proven to last, so long as there is some maintenance. If the new jetty was to be
anything like James St it would be a disaster
I would prefer the old jetty restored
Bigger is better how about putting retail at the start of the jetty e.g. Café, tourist bureau, to obtain rent to help maintain the jetty
Fishing section of jetty not long enough. Summertime it would be too crowded dive platform very good idea
Still upset that the original jetty is to be demolished . A 'historic' section is not preserving the history of the original jetty at least this design
is better than previous ones
Only timber decking the entire length is the appropriate material that represents historical significance of the original jetty
If it is "historic" it should be built with wood as it is now it definitely should have a deck below for diving and swimming a few wind breaks
along the jetty for the fishermen for when the sea breeze hits
The D.O.T were responsible for the current condition so the D.O.T should provide extra funding so more historic section can be added
Feel we are losing all heritage of this town it needs to be longer and purposes of use i.e. The cruise ships
Jetty should be reconstructed not built anew
Don't like concrete prefer timber retain the original design
We've still lost length use by cruise ships is only ever increasing & should be a key factor are the supports timber poles?
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Special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should consider
showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept design
Fishing as a child/ adult swimming as a child/ adult
Having evening walks and enjoying seeing older people fishing from their scooters
There have been other proposals which address the conservation, they are much more cost effective, with local input and yet the shire
refused to even preserve or consider the options - why is this why is the shire hell bent on not trying to save the old jetty.l it is historic,
unique and a tourist drawcard, all things a brand new jetty would not be please don't destroy our history and heritage
Walking (balancing) along the railway lines to see how far I could get before falling off
Only walking the jetty. My boys did a lot of fishing from it
Include information about sea dragon and whale migration under point #10
I have fond memories of teaching my nephews to fish off there and how much of a social meeting place it was I believe life-saving rings,
buoys need to be attached along the jetty
As much beautiful jetty timber used as possible ( for show)
Renovate not replace
Esperance bay yacht club sailing around the island part of the jetty as a bout - fishing big part of jetty running along in boot camp
I have special memories but they are not really those that the shire should consider showcasing - though they are good memories to me
Timber hand railing, goods sheds, ships ballads - things that acknowledge the shipping history of the original jetty
Nothing to add, you have covered it all very well
Fishing off the jetty with my dad and pop
Maybe preserve a section of the jetty and install it in the museum grounds or somewhere on the foreshore to retain a bit of history
Yes - fishing with my family in the summer twilight iconic characters - Ernie and Fred white always fishing at jetty twilight no wind, colours
of sunset, dolphins swimming around as we sat fishing - best place in the world
Firstly as a child holidaying from Kalgoorlie families night fishing, cleaning fish sir James Mitchell opening the ' fresh air league' set across
road for under privileged families to cross over to go to beach and jetty sharing the scene with community interaction
Not "special" as in out of the ordinary - fishing, birds, seals etc.
Lots of memories caught my first fish ever from the old jetty nothing wrong with showcasing
Only of Beryl's eats and how nice it was to be able to get a feed after fishing
Fishing
Sammy the seal
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
The showcase is being pulled down and the memories have been soured they tend to do what they want anyway
Should have an 11th interpretation node stating that if proper maintenance had been done over the years there would be no need for a new
jetty
Loose the nodes and concentrate on the jetty itself that money should go to restoration or a longer jetty
So long as signage pays homage to the history of the jetty its story, its work life, its recreational use
Riding my pushbike along the jetty a video of the story of the jetty should be developed and played at the museum
The old jetty’s ability to load ships from trains and its original length
If the shire keeps taking away our heritage there will be nothing left
Have fond memories of walking the full length of the original jetty 800 odd meters would love to present a photo recognition of the original
length at the end
My memories of my dad who was a push bike mechanic in 1950 was riding on his bike with him along the jetty to go fishing. Loved as a child
fishing / swimming / snorkelling and walking the jetty with family friends
Lots of memories / great times on the jetty but nothing to add to the showcase
Acknowledging that Esperance was also the holiday town for Kalgoorlie / boulder residents with the jetty and the "fresh air league" buildings
major utilities for children and families
It would be an idea of including the statue of Sammy the seal at the start of the jetty if not thought of already
I have 70 years of memories fish etc. On the old jetty however time has moved on I congratulate this shire on their efforts
Yes I have fond memories of going out on the jetty with my parents at night as a small child (on our annual holiday from Kalgoorlie) they
would fish from the sides below and I would go to sleep above
No. The suggested ideas are very good
Children fishing (untangling lines mostly) walking on the jetty on a beautiful calm night just walking to the end and back to see what's going
I have memories of one or two ships nearly ramming the jetty when some school friends and I were fishing on the end of the jetty
Use as a bulk freight jetty which was its original purpose
Fishing at night and walking on it photographic view. Ships unloading cargo in a bygone era trains on the jetty lots of people on the jetty
for recreational purposes
Walking over the holes in the old jetty before there was concrete over the top maybe a few clear sections looking into the water
Many of relaxing nights fishing off our jetty for lots of years young and old have enjoyed it kids with their fishing gear spent many hours and
never roamed the streets getting bored
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
I am a migrant of 36 years so have just appreciated the old jetty as a walkway and for its 'iconic' standing
Yes, walking the WHOLE length of the jetty enjoying the experience of fishing
Timeline usage - fishing information - Sammy the seal
A lot of walks have been had down there lights all the way along the jetty at night would be great
Lots of fishing and diving, walking along with a "beryl's burger"
Handrails should be moved back off the edge: all wires bolts fittings lights etc. Should be made tamperproof so them don't get vandalised
1) showcase lots of old photos of the jetty history and construction 2) as I mention below extend the rocks further then build the jetty
further out if it's heavy duty enough to make it berth also for the tourist ships visiting out town
In interpretive node 7 - when parts of the jetty fell down (2017) and the towns horror and sorrow
The new design has it all covered
I had fished off the jetty from 1958 until it was closed so it was a very special place. It was disgusting that maintenance was stopped on it in
the 70s
No, not really but did enjoy a walk along the jetty
I grew up fishing off this jetty and have fond memories of walking it as a family activity I think what you have is perfect
I remember visiting the jetty as a child with my family and now I live here. The new jetty will allow the kids of today create their own
memories they can cherish and eventually bring their children back to
Interpretative could include a life size bronze of some of the original jetty builders. Let’s have some really imaginative interpretation, not just
signage. Make it look such that, when you show someone a picture of the jetty, they go 'oh yes that's Esperance !'
Replace the nodes with this - build a proper interpretation centre with historic displays including a model of the original jetty media displays,
small shops and marine displays at types of plants and creatures under water
Great memories that can never be replaced
Just times fishing off the jetty and seeing the seat
The special memories of the jetty of more than 40 years ago are of all the old people fishing for herring and kids angling and fishing all the
way to the end, catching tasty mackerel and watching moon fish swimming around your line
Walking fishing
I would walk along the jetty stop talk to people was very relaxing
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
Have the fishing part included as many nights walking the jetty as a kid I saw people always fishing I even caught a few!
The history of the discovery of Esperance by EUROPEAN PIONEERS and the history force of kepe kurl for ABORIGINAL PEOPLE of Esperance
Sammy the seal tribute
Fishing swimming from landing
Fishing full length of jetty
Mostly is about fishing with my mum and grandmother and then there was my daughter and her grandmother an intergenerational shared
activity
Fishing and walking / running out there it being there when I came down as a child
Yes lots don't demolish
There must be some photos of the ships that berthed at the jetty or maybe the opening of the jetty have many happy memories of "being on
Holidays" in Esperance the jetty was prominent
I have millions of memories as would my father, my grandfather and my great grandfather FIX HER!!
1) put "Sammy the seal " back (i.e. For donations) 2) relocate a small section of the jetty to the "museum park"
Fishing and historical information regarding the old jetty
No railings to impose fishing
Not possible- my memories go back 70yrs we holiday from the goldfields every year and fished on the jetty every day had the shire not
stopped maintenance on the jetty 10 yrs ago a much cheaper alternative of restoring the jetty would have been possible
I watched the yacht racing from the jetty have missed it
I think you have included them all (fishing, walking, diving). Maybe the only thing should be included is a diving spring board for swimmer!
*and a sign saying the council is not accountable for any accidents occurring on this jetty enjoy, but enter at your own risk
Nice to see a necessity that a fishing area has been included have lived in Esperance all my life and spent many hours fishing on the old jetty
not sure about the railing on both sides though as the rails make it difficult to get an unobstructed line cast
Many special memories but I think they'll be remembered in the 10 nodes summer night walks
The old jetty was a great place to fish and to be able to take an evening’s walk while having an ice cream or a hamburger
Nodes are a great idea - no changes required
Night time jetty walks and fishing
Sufficient width so that all users are comfortable with walking, squidding, fishing or diving
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
Remember it being longer
I hope they showcase the reason the original jetty was built as a pioneering farming family of the district and later my father worked on
those loading boats this is important to our family
As a child I would earn pocket money catching squid and selling them to the local bait shop
Fishing beautiful summer nights and days working on the ships as a waterside worker
The tanker jetty was always the heart of Esperance. Hours spent fishing there automatically focused on town and activities. Great
fellowships developed amongst us. You'd have conversations with locals and visitors. School kids on weekends and holidays would graduate
to the jetty with bucket a fishing rod to get mum some fish. They collected any spare catch wee led with thanks.
Possibly a node explaining how hard a large group of residents fought to keep the old jetty
A walk on the jetty was the first thing I ever done the first time (70s) I came to Esperance, it’s a good place to start exploring the area.
No specific memory but I like the idea of the nodes
-Fishing -observing shipping activities - enjoying the walk and view from ' out in the bay'
A restored jetty would provide the actual experience I had since a boy of enjoying the tanker jetty ( the 'new jetty' as it was then called,
James St being the other wood - jetty). Mnemonics is a poor substitute.
Just looking at it walking along it as a family thing
Yes over 60 years of living / visiting Esperance
Fishing long walks sitting + enjoying the view
Yes! We purchased a plank, and was disappointed when it was removed in the earlier developments, should have never disconnected the
jetty from the land!
Walking along jetty and going down below to go snorkelling, photographing at sunrise etc.
Taking long walks along the jetties length, allowing to indulge in a ice cream and enjoying other like tranquillity or storms
N/A we know live here, first visited. In 2010 we don't own a boat but love to walk out and feel the openness at the ocean that the jetty
provided
Jetty is for recreational purposes its design should reflect this - no ships will be moored here so a light concrete design with imitation
woodwork should be used. Pontoon design preferred.
References to the stars for stargazers
Walking along the jetty with my family, fishing with my son. I feel fishing from the jetty is important to maintain along when all community
access to walking along the jetty from the Esperance foreshore
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
I think that the interpretative nodes will cover the memories
Walking out to the end of the jetty and just sitting. Watching people learn to fish or catch their dinner - as well as doing that ourselves
Sammy the seal was always the highlight of our children's visit to Esperance
I think the jetty should not have any interpretation nodes it’s a waste of money. The bay is beautiful! That's what you are going out there to
look at, if you want to read... GET A BOOK! CROWDS AT THE NODES WILLL BLOCK THE WALK WAY!
Yes many child hood memories of a "new jetty" as it was called and Japanese boats and trains going along you had to stuff up foreshore
where McKenzie’s boats used to be and you let that rot too - idiots - foreshore is a blight on Esperance beach
No nodes
50 years of fun. Fishing + thinking about life.
So many walks along the jetty with my husband meeting visitors to Esperance and Chittering the social aspect of meeting others
I have many memories personally of the old tanker jetties over the last 50 years. The shire has done excellent work with old images + history
on the foreshore. I suggest continuing with that - old photos of square rigged vessels 'Grace Darming', Early Esperance life + salt/grain
lo9ading photos.
The jetty has been an iconic symbol for Esperance and should be celebrated
Put back statue of Sammy Seal
Walking with my dog on the beach (before the foreshore upgrade) then along the jetty and seeing a very excited little girl who caught a fish
with the help from her grandad. The jetty walk after a stroll along the new foreshore and watching the moon from the end - beautiful
Fishing on the jetty as a child. Father working on the ships at the jetty. Trains going down the jetty. Enjoying a takeaway from Beryl’s eats
Yes. Very happy ones. Taking my sons diving and fishing, just sitting admiring what we have (had)
Not really but have always enjoyed walking down the jetty in all weather and the lights of the jetty at night. Plus losing the children for hours
to fish on the jetty and knowing they were safe
Family time is a key matter
The jetty should have as much of the timber used as possible my memories have always been of walking and fishing off our jetty, I would
love to see it as it is in my lifetime
Concept captures history + recreational use
Memories of the new jetty concept design have been incorporated in the proposed interpretation nodes
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
The original jetty was for commercial use - i.e. Goods in goods out should have faculties to cater for "cruise ship"
We came in the 60s and the jetty has always been in our lives whether fishing visitors or just family times
Just fishing
Having lived in Esperance since 1956 I have many memories of the existing jetty and consider the concept design to be a 'DOGS' BREAKFAST'
that has none of the architectural or heritage values of the existing jetty I suggest the shire invite proponents of the repair and maintenance
business give an opinion
Fishing for squid
So long as part of its history is on it its fine
Special memories of actually being able to use the jetty
Diving under the jetty is great and the beneath the deck node will showcase this
Make an old model of the old jetty and put it at the main end of the new jetty
I used to buy a coffee cat and walk the jetty an a nice day - so can’t wait to do that again. I just feel lucky enough to live in such a beautiful
town and am so grateful the shire has put so much into trying to please everyone. I am happy with whatever we get
I believe these nodes should include as much history of the jetty as possible including, how it was built for what purpose, historical incidents
and happening
Sitting on the lower level catching breakfast daily also viewing several species of fish and marine life up close
Acknowledge the purpose of the original jetty of the pioneers who worked there when the jetty first opened
Need new Jetty and new shops etc. To keep people in Esperance
Catching squid at the end in the deep water and other species of fish that don't come into the shallow waters
Just love fishing off the jetty
Have Walked and fished and swam from the jetty for almost 60 years
From Kalgoorlie with 4 kids who regularly walked & fished from the jetty
No - just timber wherever possible
I don't know does a childhood spent fishing on the jetty count
Lovely OLD timber playing underneath the jetty on shore / rocks
As an apprentice with WAGR I helped repair the jetty in 1958
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
Caught my first fish on the jetty - enjoyed walking along it - I think lighting could play a role in modernising the iconic jetty - it is great that
the groups working for many years to save the jetty will be recognised
A display of what the old jetty was used for in an enclosed unbreakable see-in cabinet
No the new one will not be like the old one I fished on as a kid
Refer to historical society
My son celebrated his 13th birthday fishing with his mates on the jetty I'd like to see its wood be reused as a fishing bench or seat to
remember times gone
Fishing from the end of the jetty also diving along the jetty and viewing all the wonderful sea life
Not in particular but we have many memories of time spent on the jetty
Many nights fishing with the kids walks on the jetty - therapy and relaxation
Lots of family fishing with the children long relaxing walks to wind down a lovely day
Sammy the seal! Walks with the family watching people catch squid
Family fun and fishing
Fishing and lazy walks
Memories of children catching their first ever fish evening walks elderly and others subsidizing their diets with fish children families feeding
the seals
Sammy the seal
Riding our pushbikes out to the end fishing off it seeing what everyone else is catching along the way to the end looking for the squid ink on
the wood to see where the best spots were
The history of the boats trains, Sammy the seal people fishing with their kids the joy of walking its length all rugged up against the wind
The usual run of the mill memories walking with friends odd bit of fishing and hanging out on the dive platform particular memories of
walking it at night enjoying the solace
Sammy the seal hovering about the fish cleaning area swimmers passing under the jetty during the swim
My two children grew up visiting this spot when we could still ride/walk right to the end and go to the lower section. I strongly feel both
sides should be railed to help prevent visitors going over the side for an unplanned swim
I used to love walking my dog along the old jetty so hoping you don't ban dogs on the new jetty otherwise everything I loved about the old
jetty appears covered and more
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
Not sure but have the seal statue.
History of the jetty - personal memories
Children learning to scuba dive, husband snorkelling to the old head. Walk group (Tuesday and Thursday) always walking on jetty
Learning to fish when I was young
Just a good tourist point and good for older people that may not have 4 wheel drive to go fishing
Snorkelling from the diving deck back to the shore line, brilliant sponges. Fishing, snorkelling, cycling, etc.
Eating fish and chips (Beryl's). A memorial for Beryl's would be great
Fishing as a child with my grandfather
Yes my family have lots, my father in law use to get groceries for his shop off the boats also worked on the boats loading and unloading also
his son all worked on it as well for over 80yrs you cannot replace memories like that also fishing and swimming
Just that the jetty is such a part of the image of Esperance and enjoyed by so many.
I can vividly remember going fishing with my grandparents off the jetty and having lots of fun
Fishing with the family & friends at night with the lights overhead
Not really as a family we used to walk along the jetty very regularly when the children were young it was fun to watch the fish being caught
and to see the seals
No but it should follow the style of the headland interpretive historical nodes including wood from the old jetty will be important as well
Squidding = good lighting please
My grandparents took us out there to learn to fish and walk every evening walk it before we went to bed best exercise as we met plenty of
tourists and locals on it
Dedicated fishermen women and kids
Along with many others have 4 generations of fishers who have enjoyed the jetty which will no doubt be incorporated in the history
Just loved to walk out there clear my thoughts turn around walk back in with a different view of our town from the sea
It once served a practical purpose and it no longer does
The length of the jetty should remain
I'm happy with the interpretation nodes that are proposed
Fishing with dad as a child and visiting with the fresh air league group from Kalgoorlie
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
As a relative new comer to Esperance I’m delighted that the interpretation nodes include so much of the old "deep water wharf" history
including #3 "save the jetty"
No, did couple of night dices there and got off track only Sammy seal – there’s always a massive seal or two hanging around and the kids
love to feed it
Seems to be well enough covered
If the jetty was remediated 2 1/2 years ago there would be no need to have those 10 memorials reminding us of a shire hell bent on
destroying our precious jetty because IT WOULD STILL BE HERE !!! 512m LONG!
We went there in year 4 to learn how to fish
Remembers fishing and swimming from the very end of the original jetty
"Thing seen of the jetty" e.g. sunfish, barnacles turtles rays sharks squid herring etc. Dive
No, think they are all covered already
Just have lots of happy memories fishing from the old jetty having chats with the old guys who were always there taking visitors for walks
along it
Definitely NOT a memorial this project should be a whole of community project not a win lose replacement jetty but a renewal of this
important state asset for future generations. Furthermore, the jetty environment is harsh, the interpretative nodes won't last long and will
need constant maintenance one sign at the entry would be sufficient.
Lots of memories - but they ONLY RELATE to a fully restored jetty - as she was - ORIGINAL. The concept design does not fit the Esperance
profile at all! Wake up Councillors !!! The jetty would still be in good condition if YOU had kept the maintenance going!!
- Sammy seal (all of them over the years) the fact he was such a tourist attraction - the fact that the very end of the jetty is a fair distance
away from being connected to the rest of the jetty
Needs to be as close as possible to keep heritage just use original design
Memories of taking visitors for a walk along the jetty - I look forward to doing that again
Just fishing with children and walking along it
It was an icon
First fished 70 years ago and donated to S.T.S
I can remember the jetty being closed while fuel was being unloaded. Also seeing rail wagons on the jetty (mid - late 1960s)
Fishing as a kid feeding the seals from the gutting table!!
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Do you have any special memories or recollections of the jetty that the Shire should
consider showcasing in the 10 key interpretation nodes proposed on the concept
design?
Not really. Just enjoyed fishing with my young children at the time and many enjoyable walks and bike rides to the end
Yes I can remember when it was used for importing oil and goods also exporting grain etc.
To me the existing jetty is Esperance and a great attraction also it was full of fishermen especially at night
Mainly the overall length
Beryl's burgers, Sammy the seal
Fishing with older Esperance residents+ learning from them always asking what bait how many you caught etc
Fishing for herring & squid etc
Diving underneath the jetty - amazing marine flora and fauna
The nights that we walked along the jetty before and after children the time we spent as a family fishing
Historical how the jetty was used when 1st built
No, just the usual fishing, jumping off, swimming around, scuba diving from, and walking along for no reason other than a lazy Sunday and of
course Sammy the Seal
Yes Sammy build next to it looks can be half the problem
All the kids and adults loved Sammy the seal when he was being fed at the fish cleaning facility on the old jetty
I was born here in Esperance the same year as the "new jetty" was finished ( or opened) I feel it should be demolished, it is now a danger left
as it is and is ugly too!
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The types of things the Council needs to consider in making the detailed design of
the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Concept looks suitable for all activities
Easy access - safety for children - fish cleaning facilities
Have seating along the way for the older generations to rest, enjoy the time
Include rubbish bins and seating all the way along
Ensure seating along the way ? Fish cleaning station, ensure bins along the entire jetty
Would like to see the length of the jetty be longer
Good lighting, seating at regular intervals all the way out, dump the pretend rail lines and put the extra money into making the jetty longer,
plenty of survival rings
The steel rail inlays will rust and crack the concrete (paint the lines in the concrete)
Underwater viewing scopes to enable people to see marine life on the old piles would be amazing
A wash/scaling station or two would be helpful to accommodate fishing and I already see issues having diving around a prominent fishing
spot; personally I would dismiss the diving platform notion
Some sort of shelter area on the deck
Keep it simple, natural looking easy steps to access water
If the concept is approved it should incorporate more wooden decking using old jetty parts it should also have an option to extend in the
future and should be included in the design
Yes diving, fishing some swimming lessons, ocean swimming railing
Unsure but cost to rate payers needs to be top priority of both build cost and maintenance cost
Once the history element is demolished, good recreational features for youth may help
Long term maintenance costs, the design must consider the practicalities and cost of maintaining a new structure well into the future to
avoid the fiasco we have suffered through with the old one. Worry less about the small points and more about the structure itself
Nothing has been mentioned about lighting along the jetty. Wheelchair and gofer friendly plenty of seats along the structure for the older
person to rest and take the experience in. Rubbish bins along the way also
Disabled access light vehicle access make the rails useable make it as long as funding will allow
User friendly for fishing, diving, walking, sightseeing, safety rails approx. 1mm of edge for the safe feelings of persons that have vertigo and
have height issues lighting for the safety of walkers and fisher peoples
Fish cleaning water station
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Use the rail tracks along the jetty for a mini train
More timbers - old and new less cement and the length is very important
I think the concept design covers most activities that the jetty may be used for
Using local contractors for construction low key lighting so you get the feel of being outdoors with nature, bright lights attract bugs,
natural looking products to blend in with environment easy maintenance and long lasting to keep ongoing cost manageable
Those with disabilities can move onto this jetty as easily as they do on the foreshore surroundings
Safe family friendly
I think it works really well and the only thing I noticed was that there is no ramp only stairs down to the dive platform, i.e. Wheelchair
access etc
Make it attractive artificial reef
Just keep right out of it and let people enjoy themselves the way they have done for years not that hard really
Happy with design and concepts of design shown
Continuity, the waling and bracings should be adopted right through for a more cohesive look and as a link to its past
Jut make it clean,accessible to people with disabilities
Some sort of shelter for wind and rain
I like the cast iron / bronze sculptures along the foreshore redevelopment i.e. Fishing / crabbing pots those could also be used to link the
foreshore design and the jetty design
Just make sure the materials used will give us a jetty which will last as long as the old one !
Wheel chair access
Seating
I would like to see maximum length for the jetty and be willing to sacrifice the width of the jetty head to accommodate this
My preference would be to minimise the historic section if it meant we could take it out to 500m but still retain the wider width at the end
Plaque - history of the jetty, bins on the jetty, are the seats going to have a roof? Any chance of a swimming net enclosure at the diving
platform?
May be a covered area like a bus shelter
Think a rock island incorporated somewhere along the jetty that would attract fish, we could swim and snorkel around and kids could climb
around (like the end of James St jetty) but independent to the land could be built with the barge
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Easy access for wheel chairs / prams / gophers etc. Information about the surrounding islands and landmarks
Lots of places for people to sit along the way; hoses / fish cleaning stations placed intermittently along the jetty (not just one/two close to
the beach)
Intermediate seating along the length - rest stops covered shelter at end to cater for rest stops / weather protection - potential use by popup kiosk facility - with power and water seasonal - make it a destination - light refreshments
Plenty of seating and bins for disposal of rubbish also some covered areas for those people who wish to shelter from the rain ( or sun) and
wind. Easy disabled access
Should be wheelchair / stroller / pram / gopher friendly to accommodate everyone e.g. stairs / ramp
- Wheelchair access - diving / swimming should be in a designated area away from the fishing areas - with a swim safe area included make maintenance / upkeep a priority, annually
I feel that if this design fail to incorporate an area where cruise ships can dock and unload passengers, the shire will have missed an
important opportunity to invest and strengthen this valuable tourist opportunity
The Geelong jetty (Melbourne) has a fully glassed area used for picnics and luncheons etc. On the jetty’s end
I think the design is fine as is however I don't think that the rail inlay on the deck is necessary historic photos and explanation is all that's
required
Include a underwater viewing area at the end to allow non-divers the chance to see what is under the water
Make it as simple and tough as possible to vandals and the 'elements' don't destroy it quickly - maybe fishing rod holders - unsure why the
railway track concept needs to be included. It costs more and will compromise the concrete and wood used. Nice nod to history but is it
really practical? Just a thought
I really like the low level dive platform, perhaps a detailed list of names and pictures of the marine life you are likely to see
I would like to see the jetty used for diving and fishing as was concept to the original jetty
If you do not listen to the exerts and go ahead with the new one it should have a complete lower deck for fishing out of the wind
Drinking fountains of water can there be a short timed shower head so swimmers can rinse off and fishers wash hands
A structure no less than we had before the shire neglect reduced the length and availability of the structure a structure that fits into the
seascape and has good longevity and is no less than we had
Just make it safe and useable for fishing and diving
Seating - don't get too carried away with over design
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Using lots of the existing jetty timbers into the design
Consider expansions e.g. Underwater observations, disabled attractions they can be part of. Slides and fun park attractions to keep the
youth active
As long as tides and natural flow of ocean is taken into account a jetty with lights and cleaning station would be good we have a lovely
waterfront so please lets at least stop wasting money on surveys and get on with it
Keep it as close as possible to the original design and using the same material (timber) as it is now
- Access for disabilities - ramps etc -seating all the way along - table / seating - access to more food vendors / vans etc.
Lighting - more seats - bins
The overall jetty length needs to go out to 800m not 400m
I would like to see the rock groin extend out to sea a further 100/200 m with the same colour rock as used before then start to build the
new jetty extension the first 50 / 100 m is wasted as not in the fishing area by expanding out further we would be in the fishing area and
achieve the length of the old jetty
Safety - I like the barriers and lighting to make it useable in the early morning and evening ease of use for people with disabilities
More attractive than what we have got now match the new jetty into the gorgeous foreshore
It must be designed and built in the original position and original length
The activities of fishing and diving appears to have been included in draft concept design
I love the idea of rail either side, the dive deck is fantastic bench seats along it at intervals would be great as well
Had events that could incorporate the jetty - perhaps edge of the bay, maybe even have a food van night in summer there should be a few
seats the length of the jetty and maybe something like a shelter to provide some protection from the elements.
Shelter from rain and wind at the end of the jetty would be advisable a pontoon anchored at a distance from the end of the jetty to swim to,
set at 500m from the beach would be attractive for non-pool swimming and the possibility of a slide, the original old jetty had a spring
board level with the top of the jetty
Significant liaison with divers to ensure the dive platform is really useable I very much preferred the previous concept with the arches by
the way see my response to the two previous questions!
Don't use the dive platform idea keep it safe for everyone to walk on and fish already have a dive platform down the road
Wheelchair access to diving platform designed to waters level - fish cleaning tables one as per original and one at jetty head section start
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Hose with water to clean ocean gear / fish like the old jetty had
I think the council needs to restore the original built jetty right alongside the of the old one and leave the old one to become a part of a
growing home for sea life, attracting fish and coral
Shaded seating areas lifesaving devices
Fishing throughout the length
Accessible for elderly e.g. Wheelchairs / walking frames gophers etc. Easy access for prams or bikes. Nothing fancy. Just practical
Once the jetty is up and running anything is an improvement, this town needs the income from the visitors best kept secret is only
depriving business
Have the fishing part all the way along have a rail at least one side ALL the way along - potentially have Esperance elderly talk about their
memories, have this with a few old photos of jetty and Esperance along the way
The numbers of tourists/ local visitors, the eye of the resident, accessibility for people with visual / hearing / physical / motor disabilities
Good disability access - fishing is something these people can do - make access easy and safe good lighting nonslip surfacing rubbish bins
Gopher and wheelchair access - fireworks nights - jetty available for people to pay a fee so numbers are limited
Fishing as close to shore or make your own decision where to fish diving platform below deck where old one was at end of jetty but prefer
refurbishment
I think the steel rail inlays should be left out for safety reasons seating for at least 10 people every 50 meters (fixed)
1) good all access (disabled access / accessible ) facility 2) retain the Sammy the seal money box 3) make sure there are life rings for
emergencies and a defibrillator 4) rubbish bins along the jetty so bait wrappers are less likely to blow into the bay
Diving and fishing a great idea, people love to jump off things so to make a few swimming / jumping platforms along the jetty would be
great
Keep it simple, and use a design that wont date
I am a little worried that the fishing length of the jetty may be a tad small. By saying that I do understand that this isn't the fault of today’s
council. Any jetty is better than none at all
Make sure that pigeons can't live on the structure underneath the jetty - is it possible to extend the jetty in future? (in case somebody wins
lotto) - I’m not a rate payer, only renting, but would like to financially contribute maybe a go fund me online?
People will just be happy with a jetty too many additional bells and whistles will lead to extra costs to maintain a simple jetty that can be
used for all people would be sufficient
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Some means of transport - similar to Busselton or a small train along foreshore
Seating with a shade roof - easy access to diving section - fish identification display at fish cleaning station, station to have a couple of
sinks and long benches - lighting for night time
Hand rails not in way of sitting down on edge while fishing
Lighting, gutting tables water supply seating
Just fix the jetty
Build it so it is going to last we need something that everyone can enjoy
Maximise length but not at the expense of the historical references
To make sure mobility scooters can fit on jetty for fishers also look at a underwater viewing platform
Diving / fishing / snorkelling and also acceptable on a cost level. It shouldn't bankrupt the town/shire to appease a small number of people
Would have no issue increasing the length of the fishing jetty section so the new jetty becomes the same length as the old jetty if it would
help to further compromise an outcome
Rod holders maybe a clean water tap / shower for rinsing equipment / persons if there isn't one in the toilet blocks
Try to make jetty U shape so that it can be fished at all times and links to a lot more of the foreshore development
Make it look old but with new components
The need for it to be longer to accommodate the influx of tourists over summer
Lights fish cleaning facilities seating at random placements
It would be good to have outside fresh water showers
Build jetty with pylons as Pilbara iron wharfs to stand up to rough seas - wood rot etc. If the maintenance had been kept up to the jetty it
would not reached this stage
Make it look more attractive, maybe cover pylons and /or timber kerbs with aboriginal art
Holiday makers came to the jetty for directions on local events + tourist spots - and the best times to catch a feed, stop wasting time and
repair the original
Wheelchair / pram access disabled access
Disability access; safety for small children; stairs, railings, benches, maybe shade cloth sections, lighting, rubbish bins. Perhaps glass historic
pictures ( like on toilets along foreshore) to match the jetty with the foreshore redevelopment
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
May be some small shelter sheds along the fishing section leave as much of the structure from the old jetty as possible for habitat
Life buoy rings at strategic locations along the jetty and dive platform
Ask then local FISHERMEN, real people understand the width needed etc etc.
Overhead lighting during hours of darkness - seating along the jetty - overhead shelter at the end - fish cleaning station (in the design) dive platform (in the design)
A serviceable jetty for our great Esperance lifestyle, not something space aged out of star wars is what we need
Family friendly last another lifetime or two
Possible, later on births four tourist ships and also have real railway line put on the deck and make it have a train to transport people. I after
being on a cruise and coming into ports with no piers, coming in by tender boats can be risky
Make it to the original length, not including the end piece that was separated for team put cross bars on each section like 'A' and this
original jetty
A rinsing off area. Flat wheel char friendly strip to enable wheel chairs to be pushed with limited effort (i.e. Granit island)
Must be attractive with a "wow" factor but not over the top. With more and more of Australia’s population living in cities (with no back
yard) we have a unique area at playground to offer
At least replicate the size of the existing original structure - needs to be the same length
Designated shark proof netting round diving / swimming area
*Disability wheelchair ease onto jetty, even if not all areas are accessible
Adequate areas of shelter due to weather and wind conditions
If it goes ahead user pays $2 - $5 pay for some maintenance so the historic section the rest fishing jetty. The steel track resembling railway
get rid of. If you keep tipping sand into the ocean the diving reef is half covered up now waste of time
The historic link to the old tanker jetty. The use of wood either from the old jetty or new pieces that reflect historic links to the jetty. All of
the community access, fishing, walking, and the link of the jetty to the foreshore
From what I can see and gather from the concept design it covers all those areas
Make it LONGER that way it will be easier for everyone to use no one will be getting caught up with anyone else also make sure it is wide
enough
Bench seats at intervals along the jetty for those who walk the length of the jetty. A water slide incorporated into the diving section would
be thoroughly enjoyed by children
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Rail on the north side only. It is a pain to fish with a rail. The steel track inlay is a stupid waste of money! The length is the most important
thing. Don't waste money on art and lights in the water. If it is short it will be too far to swim to the artificial reef
Put things back as they were and not just what YOU want or think Esperance needs and maintain original structures - idiots
Reconstruct!
All of the above
I'm sure you'll get it right! Love that you've shown an interpretive rail in the design in recognition of the boats & trains & hard work that
took place there.
1) to be mindful of cost + doing business in Esperance 2) keep it simple and don't over complicate the reconstruction 3) the work is for
fishers / pedestrians + tourism - NOT shipping + berthing as far as diving / fishing - keep it simple. As it was, which worked for many years
What is proposed seems quite reasonable and earnest. Clearly there is an issue of what ratepayers can afford - against the
headland/foreshore redevelopment becoming a shared asset.
More seating
Stainless steel fish cleaning bench with water (as before) benches along the length (at intervals)
Ensure food vans are available particularly a fish + chip van. The concept design appears to cover easy access for fishing + diving together
with a nice easy walk to enjoy the bay
Cost recovery from users may be an option ratepayers could have annual pass; visitors could purchase day/week passes. A kiosk at the base
of the jetty, selling souvenirs, coffee snacks and the passes
A bit of intestinal fortitude. If the shire, we all know which one can have the TOTAL length of their jetty replaced and repaired, fire, at little
cost to rate payers why can't we???
All been thought of
Provision for cruise ships to berth- a great entry for tourists to disembark on + experience all it could offer, shuttle (small vehicle) service -->
creating jobs too.
The concept design proposed is really good as stated but it must be made the full length as this will be one way to satisfy and a small step in
healing the hurt community feel in how the 'jetty' has been handled *very big concern that 6 million is not enough!!!
Concept looks great all things in draft look good just need it ASAP
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Some shade areas
The shire should consider the peoples wishes not keep wasting the ratepayers money on numerous consultations that are no achieving
anything it is a jetty for heaven’s sake keep it as is
Concept seems safe + appropriate
The new design seems to have covered all activities for use pity it could not be made longer with a 'T' at the end for cruise ships to dock
Wheelchair access etc.
Make it family friendly for fishing provide seating for seniors walkers etc. Provide overhead lighting
The proposed jetty seems to be all that is required for tourist and local people
No income apart from tourists and locals may be include cruises ships pay for mooring/ also yachts etc.
All good just keeping in mind ease of mains for future use and costs for future use
I believe the design is fine as long as the recreational activities are satiated i.e. Fishing and diving
It covers everything I think
Use it also for the cruise ships
It seems to me all things are covered by the diagrams I would and my family also to enjoy it as will be - thankyou
All of the above
The shire should invite opinions as to the repair and maintenance of WOODEN JETTIES!! This concept in no way can replace the values of
the existing jetty it can only devalue the town
Easy access for mobility challenged
That it is user friendly & good for fishing off is more important than length the wide end is good, it gives an opportunity for something(?) Ti
happen out there & makes the end more of a destination to walk to
Make it out of materials that will age well, both aesthetically and structurally - we prefer wood especially from an aesthetics point of view
Its maintenance !
What has been proposed is all okay
Consider finding more funds to make it closer to the existing length
I would like to see some modules similar to those used in the artificial reef placed 20-50 m running parallel to the jetty this would improve
fishing and diving
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Make sure it accommodates cruise ships
Make sure it is put back to the land and do an area that cruise ships can come in to dock in
I feel after having the concept explained to me in such extent there is nothing I think could be added I am very happy thank you very much
I believe that the top of the jetty should be light with solar powered leds and the low level dive platform also, for keen fishers. Bench seats
at intervals along the jetty especially for those with limited mobility
This concept is good
Retail space to obtain rent to pay for maintenance for the jetty and LED lighting like Perth stadium
Above all else attach it to the headland properly
All concerns have been covered
A few small windbreaks along the north side for the protection of fishing people
We need a new shire crew // an independent shire need to take over Esperance they only feather their own nests and don't care about our
shopping etc
Disregard the concept completely
The length of the jetty which was why attracted the tourists and people from the goldfields to come to Esperance most now go to Busselton
to holiday because of their jetty
As soon as possible
Needs to be accessible for everyone for fishing swimming diving walking photography
Colour could be used to make it more appealing / even walking paths/ plenty of lights the hand rails are good
Cost!
In the fishing section the railing should be minimised as to allow people to sit down on the jetty edge while they are fishing railings are an
annoying barrier for people using hand lines
Easy access for fishing
More access to beach on town side of jetty (i.e. Between James street / cannery)
A wooden jetty will stand for another 80years
As long as possible -activate the headland with decking connecting the jetty this could be used for entertainment / events
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
For fishing maybe consider putting in some rod holders evenly spaced along the jetty & small tables built in the rails for tackle boxes to sit
on and so it is easier to hook your line it also keeps them away from any curious kids who may come along, but put up signs that the tables
are not for cleaning fish.
Provide easily accessible wheelchair facilities
It would be appropriate to use renewable resources to power the completed projects lighting and energy needs plus anything else to lower
ongoing costs
To improve the length of the jetty safety rings or such to save anyone who happens to fall into the ocean a toilet unit for the elderly also an
underwater bubble or such for people to watch the sea life
Diving and fishing
User friendly for the aged and disabled
Really good lighting rod holders fish cleaning areas maybe even an area for smaller water craft to tie up
Should consider a permanent tea room / café restaurant etc. Preferably one that is open at weekends to replace the portable vans we have
now
They should have considered the one we had so can’t imagine they will do much of a job on the new one
Can we use bikes, gophers, wheelchairs and prams easily on the jetty. Is there power for events? Can we fish from the end of the jetty
- Bike racks for kids fishing - perhaps coin operated telescopes - tie points for recreational fishing / diving boats (small) - vendors in the
area - perhaps their revenue can go towards maintenance into the future
Should be able to fish the whole length of the jetty
Keep within the budget is #1 priority design looks like it’ll be easy to use / access
All of the above
Safety railing so parents feel safer with kids
A fish cleaning area that has an area to dispose of damaged fish line/ tackle etc. And a composting rubbish bin lights would be good for
squidding purposes too!
The jetty needs to be used for cruise ships to dock this worlds into the original use of the jetty as a unloading facility to the port of
Esperance also allows for income to be generated from the jetty
Maybe have a low flat top carriage on the interpretive tracks this could double as an extra seat, a place for fisherman to place tackle boxes
would have historic value
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Make it appropriate for the elderly Esperance has many seniors and they must be considered plenty of seating along for them to sit on
Incorporating where possible the old pieces of the original jetty maybe as seating or sign posting would also be lovely to see this turned into
a museum village and town square
Good lighting for night time fishing (+walking)most people fish toward the end of the jetty + usually under a light if they can it would be
great to have a kiosk / van at the end of the jetty to generate some income for jetty maintenance
Access for wheelchairs ETC. Would be good
If possible integrate some wind protection into the hand rail for fisher people, probably just on the south side would make fishing possible
more often
The council needs to take notice of Busselton and other towns that have successfully revitalised their jetty underwater viewing points would
be a strong attraction
Shaded seating along the jetty wind protection for fishing
Wind breaks so you can get behind them when fishing a no fishing zone around where the diving deck underneath is to stop arguments and
injuries good lighting maybe some small shade shelters
Toilets close by safety rails to prevent kids/elderly falling, disabled access wash bays for fishing good lighting a variety of places to sit and
enjoy
Staggered balustrade on both sides public artwork and history presented in an interesting interactive way interactive statues like a bronze
statue of men loading wheat by hand / similar to what Freo has at their marina
Some seating would be good lighting
- Docking of recreational boating - maintenance costs in the future, impact on budgets + rates - life of jetty
Lighting cleaning tables for fish benches railing
Hand rail lights fish cleaning table
I believe in simplicity to provide full function if within cost of this it can be made to look good as well then so be it but I don't think beauty
should outweigh the functional role it will play
We would still like to see that in the future a cruise ship would berth there also incorporate a restaurant and souvenir shop at the end for in
the future
Easy for people to use activities like fishing diving and swimming and attractive to look at could the cruise ships have people disembark on
the jetty
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Not sure, maybe night lighting. Ensure nice area for swimming. It is a great idea though, I look forward to it.
Fishing friendly
Fishing and shade areas and ladders to water
Plan looks attractive and should cater for everyone as is
Seating good, shelter and fishing
Wheelchair friendly, shaded areas
Spend money on the look not the length. Don't build a long eyesore. Bigger not always better. Plan for future alteration.
Good lights indication of heights along both sides of the jetty. To display it at night maybe some underwater lighting
As wide as the original. Good snorkelling trail. All weather access, good lighting
No answer
Shade areas/seating if possible. Multiple fish cleaning areas/wash down. Keeping it clean. Access for the public to removed structure.
Just recon reconstruction as is
I am happy with the design. I just think we need to move with this soon.
I think the council has thought of everything just don't make it too modern!!!
Multiple fishing access points over the length of the jetty an access point for cruise ships to off / on load passengers
Shark net or repeller installed dive board wheelchair access to dive platform allow for future extension provide mooring facility for cruise
ship tenders
* Wheelchair friendly = curbing * wheelchair access to the fish station * the slopes all need to be wheelchair friendly gradient 1:4 * bins
with lids for fishing plastic
* Blend in with the beautiful new foreshore * easy access *encourage fishing & diving
Just get on with it instead of staying no to everything the people have let you know what we want and you still ignore us
Appropriate signage appealing looks you will need to advertise to tourists it has been closed for too long
Safety in design clean and simple construction
Fish bench seating along at intervals couple of shade shelters if possible
Put a small train track on it on a motor train for people whom can’t walk it or the elderly in this town as most of the town people are aging
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Maintenance and maintenance expertise - planned maintenance and viable finance - current monitoring including seasonal changes - sea
level changes
Plenty of seating along the length of the jetty ladders on either side of the platform so you can get in and out from either side of the jetty
lighting not glaring bright to reflect off the water too much
Definitely approve of the hand rails and the draft concept meets with my strong approval well done !
Access to all abilities even to the water at the dive platform full inclusion
Do not build a jetty as it is a waste of money
Length history of the jetty ensure bikes / prams / disabled and be wheeled
Please consider it to be "senior" friendly with access for wheelchairs etc.
Does ramping between the headland and lead section of the jetty mean the jetty will be closer to the water if so has thought been given to
storm surges and predicted increased ocean levels
I’m sure these have already been considered: - easy access for the disabled ( wheelchair and walking) - family ( kid ) friendly - seal friendly
fish cleaning station - easy fishing spots
Diving - extra ladders to get out of the water as it is fairly dangerous at times
The best thing the shire could do to accommodate diving and fishing would be to pass the concept and get it built
A 400m jetty is too short. Original length was 1100m there is a massive artificial reef to the north of the original "head of the jetty" it is
useless now because swimming out 700m to reach the reef is far too dangerous. The jetty will be jam, cram, packed with fishermen as it
was crammed at 512m
Use some parts from the old jetty make seating out of some timbers etc. Have the ship tie down points along it used to tie dogs while
people fish, plenty of bins
Ocean pool - as above
More lower deck for fishing and shade
End section that allows for cruise boats to tie up and disembark (income could be used for maintenance)
Just ensuring the design accommodates for children as well as adults
All of the above plus accommodation for tourist boats to berth
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Need seating along its length and maybe a couple of shelters one on each side for a chance to rest out of the weather / wind similar to
Busselton jetty. Fish cleaning table
1) listen to the heritage council 2)listen to the community 3) find a common solution, not a win lose solution 4) there was only ever a hand
rail on the left - the original hand rail has been put on the wrong side
Council need to restore the tanker jetty back to original. Look to the future - tourism- cruise ships- bring Esperance’s vitality back! The town
is dying! What good is this concept design, if Esperance doe die! Tourists will come to see our old tanker jetty (beautiful & strong)
- Similar to having small shelters spaced at intervals along the jetty. Each shelter has historical events and milestones of jetty (functionality:
fishing hut/ weather shelter etc.) - nothing worse than getting stuck in the rain 400m away from the closest shelter at the beginning of the
jetty
Safety of young people using the jetty
A number of ladies down to the water at the fishing and jetty head sections
The original jetty was for practical purposes I remember unloading boats at the jetty in the 1950s first and foremost don't overdo the
recreational / tourism attraction a cruise berth is necessary for tourism - a practical issue
If everything can be included all different people will use parts of it
Nothing you seem to be onto it
Instead of incorporating part of the old jetty keep a restored section alongside as part of the history
Retain it as it is
Not much the concept is great
User friendly with fish cleaning facility also seats there for tourists etc.
Plenty of seating and shade for people to stop and enjoy the view. Re: elderly, frail and/or mobility impaired
Keep the old jetty
It should never have come to this the jetty should have been progressively "mended" using the poles already acquired!
Use as much of the original, salvage-able material as possible. Using local tradespeople + businesses where possible. To keep the local
historic connection. Lighting that can change colour for community events e.g.: Australia day, French week, etc.
Biggest, longest jetty for money to cater for kids & oldies to fish from. Keep design low maintenance
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What types of things do you think Council needs to consider to make the detailed design
of the jetty (if the concept is approved) more attractive/easy for people to use/to
accommodate activities like diving and fishing?
Provision of staggered balustrades on both sides to facilitate fishing that this interpretative rail inlay be the correct gauge to reflect the 3 ft
6 inch (1067mm) narrow gauge railway on the original jetty
Diving & swimming are to be protected with some form of shark barrier especially if the fishing area is having a cleaning station and possibly
some shaded areas
Perhaps being able to fish from the lower platform like on the original jetty
It has to consider the usage of all the community and it is safe and will last for generations to come
The multiple legs of the current design ( and rotten holes ) act as ideal fish + other marine organism habitat. This improved the fishery,
having concrete reel structure underneath will improve the flora and fauna and thus fishing experience
Easy for people to use - has only been used as a fishing jetty for the past 40 years so let’s continue - forget the arty farty stuff
Maybe solar or wind turbine power like is Busselton for lights regarding the lights, maybe bit of both or all three lighting styles
Water/ tables to clean fish, seating for fishermen - shaded areas to enjoy the jetty with seating
Diving platform moved to end of section D.
Design in such a way that it is able to be used as an alternative berth, if the need arises in an emergency for ocean going craft. Also as an
alternative berth access for cruise liners
Cheap + strong looks don’t matter
Just get on with building a new jetty. Stop wasting money on proposals that could be used on building everyone a new jetty
Swimming from this jetty was never an option; we all swam from the "old" jetty at James St. So I would not like to see any swimming
facilities made available for this jetty
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